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Students at Douglass School in Leesburg, Virginia, are engrossed in the Synergistic Pre-Algebra 
curriculum they’ve been exploring this school year.
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Nine ways to catch kids up 
How Synergistic Algebra addresses students’ math needs

In late 2007, while perusing an issue of 
Educational Leadership, I came across 
an article titled Nine Ways to Catch Kids 
Up: How do we help floundering students 
who lack basic math concepts? The 
article, written by Marilyn Burns, had an 
intriguing title that piqued my curiosity 
due to our recent development of the 
Synergistic Algebra program.

By the time I finished reading the 
article, I realized the design of our new 
middle-level math program addressed 
all of Ms. Burns’ nine points. Synergistic 
Algebra utilizes three instructional 
delivery methodologies in the program:

Individualized Diagnostic-•	
Prescriptive Software
Small-Group Culminating Hands-•	
On Activities
Cooperative-Pair Multimedia-•	
Intensive Hands-On Modules

After reading the article, my curiosity 
got the better of me, and I began to align 
our methodologies to the nine points in 
the article – I wanted to see exactly how 
well our new program matched up with 
the nine points.

Following is a summation of 
how the three instructional delivery 
methodologies in the Synergistic Algebra 
program align with the nine points in the 

article. This listing of methodologies is an 
abbreviated version of a more detailed 
document available from Pitsco. Please 
see the sidebar article for more details. 

Determine and Scaffold the 1. 
Essential Mathematics Content

Individualized Diagnostic-•	
Prescriptive Software

Small-Group Culminating •	
Hands-On Activities

Cooperative-Pair •	
Multimedia-Intensive Hands-
On Modules

Pace Lessons Carefully2. 
Individualized Diagnostic-•	
Prescriptive Software

Cooperative-Pair •	
Multimedia-Intensive Hands-
On Modules

Build in a Routine of Support3. 
Individualized Diagnostic-•	
Prescriptive Software

Small-Group Culminating •	
Hands-On Activities

Cooperative-Pair •	
Multimedia-Intensive Hands-
On Modules

Foster Student Interaction4. 
Small-Group Culminating •	
Hands-On Activities

Cooperative-Pair •	
Multimedia-Intensive Hands-
On Modules

Make Connections Explicit5. 
Individualized Diagnostic-•	
Prescriptive Software

Small-Group Culminating •	
Hands-On Activities

Cooperative-Pair •	
Multimedia-Intensive Hands-
On Modules

Encourage Mental Calculations6. 
Individualized Diagnostic-•	
Prescriptive Software

Small-Group Culminating •	
Hands-On Activities

Cooperative-Pair •	
Multimedia-Intensive Hands-
On Modules

Help Students Use Written 7. 
Calculations to Track Thinking

Individualized Diagnostic-•	
Prescriptive Software

Provide Practice8. 
Individualized Diagnostic-•	
Prescriptive Software

Small-Group Culminating •	
Hands-On Activities

Cooperative-Pair •	
Multimedia-Intensive Hands-
On Modules

Build In Vocabulary Instruction9. 
Individualized Diagnostic-•	
Prescriptive Software

Small-Group Culminating •	
Hands-On Activities

Cooperative-Pair •	
Multimedia-Intensive Hands-
On Modules.

•	

Matt Frankenbery
Education Perspective

http://algebra.pitsco.com/
http://www.ascd.org/portal/site/ascd/template.MAXIMIZE/menuitem.459dee008f99653fb85516f762108a0c/?javax.portlet.tpst=d5b9c0fa1a493266805516f762108a0c_ws_MX&javax.portlet.prp_d5b9c0fa1a493266805516f762108a0c_journaltypeheaderimage=%2FASCD%2Fimages%2Fmultifiles%2Fpublications%2Felmast.gif&javax.portlet.prp_d5b9c0fa1a493266805516f762108a0c_viewID=article_view&javax.portlet.prp_d5b9c0fa1a493266805516f762108a0c_journalmoid=50a524448f006110VgnVCM1000003d01a8c0RCRD&javax.portlet.prp_d5b9c0fa1a493266805516f762108a0c_articlemoid=0ad524448f006110VgnVCM1000003d01a8c0RCRD&javax.portlet.prp_d5b9c0fa1a493266805516f762108a0c_journalTypePersonalization=ASCD_EL&javax.portlet.begCacheTok=token&javax.portlet.endCacheTok=token
http://www.ascd.org/portal/site/ascd/template.MAXIMIZE/menuitem.459dee008f99653fb85516f762108a0c/?javax.portlet.tpst=d5b9c0fa1a493266805516f762108a0c_ws_MX&javax.portlet.prp_d5b9c0fa1a493266805516f762108a0c_journaltypeheaderimage=%2FASCD%2Fimages%2Fmultifiles%2Fpublications%2Felmast.gif&javax.portlet.prp_d5b9c0fa1a493266805516f762108a0c_viewID=article_view&javax.portlet.prp_d5b9c0fa1a493266805516f762108a0c_journalmoid=50a524448f006110VgnVCM1000003d01a8c0RCRD&javax.portlet.prp_d5b9c0fa1a493266805516f762108a0c_articlemoid=0ad524448f006110VgnVCM1000003d01a8c0RCRD&javax.portlet.prp_d5b9c0fa1a493266805516f762108a0c_journalTypePersonalization=ASCD_EL&javax.portlet.begCacheTok=token&javax.portlet.endCacheTok=token
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Read	full	ASCD	article	online
Marilyn Burns’ article was published in 

the November 2007 issue of Educational 
Leadership from the Association for 
Supervision and Curriculum Development. 
You may find the article on the  
www.ascd.org Web site. Go to the 
Publications/Educational Leadership/Archived 
Issues section.

Detailed	comparison	available
If you would like a more detailed 

comparison of Synergistic Algebra to the 
nine points in Burns’ article, contact Matt 
Frankenbery (mfrankenbery@pitsco.com) 
or Tom Farmer (tfarmer@pitsco.com) for a 
document that provides detailed explanations 
within each of the nine points.
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Synergistic Algebra 

A Synergistic Algebra lab is 
somewhat unique when 
compared to a traditional Modules 

lab. Students experience three phases 
in the Synergistic Algebra lab. In Phase 
I, students work individually while 
completing Individualized Prescriptive 
Lessons (IPLs) and in cooperative learning 
groups to address basic algebraic 
concepts. In Phases II and III, students work in cooperative pairs 
as they progress through more advanced levels of algebra 
delivered via Synergistic Modules.

Synergistic Algebra can be implemented in two ways: 
14- and 28-student models. Seven Modules are used in Phase 
II, and seven Modules are used in Phase III, whether it’s Pre-
Algebra or Algebra. If using the 28-student model, then two 
copies of each Module are installed. Synergy, the Modules 
content delivery and management system, can easily handle 
multiple copies of a Module.

Synergy provides instructors with the 
tools needed to schedule students into 
content rotations and manage student 
grades. Content Sets, which is another 
feature of Synergy, allows you to schedule 
the minimum and maximum seats you 
have available for any Module. The default 
values of 1 and 2 can easily be changed if 
you have more than one copy of a Module 

in your lab, as is the case with a 28-student Algebra lab. By 
changing the maximum seats per Module to four, Synergy will 
schedule the corresponding number of students, which would 
be two or fewer, into the duplicate Modules.

Synergy also knows not to schedule a student in a Module 
the student has already completed, and there is an option to 
allow seats to be empty if there are fewer than 28 students in 
the class. Synergy was developed to accommodate nearly any 
scheduling scenario that might arise in your classroom..

Pre-Algebra workshops 
prepare teachers  
for new approach

Since its inception, the Synergistic 
Modules lab has been composed of four 
main elements. One of these, teacher 
enablement, has risen in significance 
over the years as schools and teachers 
labor together to effectively implement 
this revolutionary method of instruction. 

This year, Synergistic Learning 
Systems is unveiling its brand new 
Pre-Algebra and Algebra I educational 
solutions. In cyclical fashion, teacher 
education rises once again to the 

forefront. As spring advances into 
summer, Pitsco’s teacher education 
department busily constructs a 
professional development experience 
that will satisfy the unique challenges 
and opportunities faced by Pre-Algebra 
and Algebra I instructors. 

Algebra workshops

The first noticeable difference 
between traditional Synergistic 
workshops and those geared towards 
Algebra is their length. Due to the added 
complexity of the system, each seminar 
will be four days in length. In addition 
to Module rotations, Pre-Algebra and 
Algebra I teachers will be responsible 
for monitoring and tracking students’ 
Individualized Prescriptive Lessons, 
culminating math activities, and the IPL 
management application. 

Even the Module rotations have 
undergone a metamorphosis with 
the inclusion of two Diagnostic Days 
embedded within the context of a single 
Module rotation. As a result, several 

interactive and hands-on sessions will 
be presented during the workshop to 
ensure teachers get comfortable and 
familiar with these system nuances. 

Although Pre-Algebra and 
Algebra I appear to be somewhat 
radical departures from our existing 
systems, the underlying educational 
philosophy regarding professional 
development hasn’t changed at all. 
Group discussions, Module exploration, 
brainstorming, interactive review, and 
self-paced tutorials will continue to be 
key strategies utilized throughout our 
workshop seminar. 

Register early

At this point, all we need are 
participants who are ready to bring the 
Synergistic revolution into the world  
of Pre-Algebra and Algebra I! Initial 
summer seminar openings will be  
limited, so administrators are 
encouraged to register their teachers 
early and reserve spots for these teacher 
development events..

Mark Maskell
Teacher Education Specialist

Tim Cannell
Education Specialist

Synergy built to handle  
unique Algebra scheduling

Four days of professional development



Overview
In Phase I, students begin Synergistic Algebra by completing four class 

periods of diagnostic assessment to determine their understanding of basic 
algebraic concepts. Based on the outcomes of the diagnostic assessment, each 
student is placed into Individualized Prescriptive Lessons (IPLs). By determining 
each student’s math skills early and by providing prescriptive instruction, 
students are given the opportunity to be successful from the outset. The 
IPLs and Culminating Group Activities included in the Phase I coursework 
are a prerequisite for all students to succeed in Phase II. Two class periods for 
orientation, four class periods for diagnostic assessment, and a minimum of 29 
class periods for IPLs and Culminating Group Activities are recommended for 
completion of Phase I.

Phase I Algebra features & benefits

Orientation,	Assessment,		
and	Prescription

Success first. It is the underlying goal of Phase I for students 
enrolled in Algebra I. And success begins with an orientation 
designed to familiarize students with program goals, policies, 
and classroom management strategies. Each student is given 
a diagnostic pretest used to develop their education plan and 
identify their strengths and weaknesses. A study schedule is 
prepared and students are placed at the level of instruction 
that provides them the best opportunity for success.

Culminating	Group		
Activities	for	Algebra	I

In Phase I of Algebra I, students participate in Culminating 
Group Activities delivered in a group setting. Each activity has 
been designed and written to address specific math standards 
and provides students the opportunity to apply content and 
concepts learned in the IPLs to real-world activities. Teachers 
have the option of conducting these activities as whole-class 
projects or assigning them to small groups of students as they 
complete the requisite activities.

Individualized		
Prescriptive	Lessons

Individualized Prescriptive Lessons (IPLs) are computer 
based and prescribed in a specific order depending upon 
each student’s skill level. Students work at their own pace 
and are provided feedback along the way. Upon completion 
of each IPL, students take a practice test designed to assess 
their level of understanding and to prepare them for a  
post-lesson mastery test. Test results indicate whether 
a student has mastered the concepts or still requires 
additional instruction.

Instructional	Management		
and	Evaluation

Instructional management during Phase I provides 
teachers with the tools and materials necessary to monitor 
student progress and manage the learning process.  
Phase I is designed to give teachers the opportunity to 
positively interact with each student as a coach and mentor. 
In Phase I, students receive immediate feedback during the 
lessons and are evaluated at regular intervals. Students then 
take practice tests in preparation for a post-lesson mastery 
test before advancing to their next lesson.

Synergistic Algebra
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Overview
In Phase II of the Algebra I course, students engage in seven 

content-based Modules, hands-on curriculum that builds upon the 
algebraic concepts and methods delivered in Phase I. Each Module 
includes specific algebraic concepts and hands-on activities that 
make these concepts relevant. Two Diagnostic Days are provided 
for remediation and enrichment. Specific homework materials are 
provided for each Module and are assigned to reinforce concepts 
covered in each of seven sessions during each Module rotation. 

Synergistic Algebra 
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Phase II Modules

Gravity	of	Algebra
In the Gravity of Algebra Module, students will interpret 

data from a free-fall experiment by applying mathematical 
concepts such as direct and inverse variations, scatter plots, 
and slope. They will use the point-slope and y-intercept 
forms of a line to create a mathematical representation 
of the data and calculate the acceleration due to gravity. 
Students will also use graphing skills to learn the 
relationship between the kinetic and the potential energy  
of a falling object and explore the Law of Conservation  
of Energy.

MATH OBJECTIVES
Explore direct and inverse variations•	
Create scatter plots and determine types  •	
of correlations
Explore slope as well as x- and y-intercepts•	
Write linear equations in slope-intercept and point-•	
slope form
Graph linear equations•	

Math	Behind	Your	Meals
In the Math Behind Your Meals Module, students will 

relate algebraic terms and algorithms to tangible examples 
– in this case, the foods they consume. They will use basic 
operations and properties to evaluate expressions as they 
analyze meals from the production to the ingestion phases. 
They will substitute values for variables to determine how 
they can get the most nutritional value for their food dollars. 
They will calculate percent of change to find how much fast 
food costs today compare to past prices. They will learn how 
food advertising and marketing relate to portion sizes. They 
will solve proportions relating to portion sizes and calorie 
and fat content. They will also calculate the price of food 
over-consumption as it relates to health care costs 
 and obesity.

MATH OBJECTIVES
Use properties to solve single operation equations•	
Use properties to solve multistep equations with and •	
without exponents
Use properties to solve multistep equations with •	
variables on both sides
Solve proportions•	
Solve percent of change problems•	



Synergistic Algebra
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Nuclear	Energy
In the Nuclear Energy Module, students learn about 

the basics of energy, atomic structure, the periodic table, 
binding energy, fission, nuclear reactors, and radioactivity. 
Students graph equations related to energy, rational 
functions related to Coulomb’s Law, equations containing 
powers and roots, and rational equations relating to 
radioactivity. Also, using the graphing calculator, students 
analyze inequalities, evaluate data in a table form, and 
calculate various aspects of radioactivity using rational 
equations. Finally, students use the simulation software 
Nuclear Power Plant to attempt to successfully operate a 
nuclear power plant. 

MATH OBJECTIVES
Use a graphing calculator to graph an  •	
equation related to energy
Use a graphing calculator to graph a function •	
relating to Coulomb’s Law
Use a graphing calculator to graph equations  •	
and analyze inequalities
Use a graphing calculator to produce a graph  •	
and evaluate data in table form
Use a graphing calculator to graph equations •	
containing powers and roots
Use a graphing calculator to graph a  •	
rational equation

Sports	Statistics
In the Sports Statistics Module, students explore the role 

of mathematics in sports statistics. Students will use actual 
professional sports data to find trends and make decisions. 
Students will also collect data from their own tabletop 
sports and complete analyses on the data. They will explore 
many different mathematical concepts including matrices, 
graphing, factorials, permutations, and combinations.

MATH OBJECTIVES
Learn the definition of and the parts that make  •	
up a matrix
Learn to add, subtract, and multiply matrices•	
Create a scatter plot and determine the line  •	
of best fit
Create frequency tables and histograms  •	
and then use the histograms to interpret  
statistical information
Create a box-and-whisker plot by calculating the •	
range, quartiles, median, and outliers
Explore and learn to apply the fundamental •	
counting principle to sports-related issues
Explore factorials, permutations, and combinations •	
concepts to sports-related issues

Supply	&	Demand
In the Supply & Demand Module, students will learn 

about the Law of Supply and Demand and how it affects 
their lives. They will use graphing skills and learn multiple 
methods of solving systems of equations to determine the 
equilibrium price and quantity of a given product. Finally, 
students will use their ability to solve systems of equations 
to manage a simulated business.

MATH OBJECTIVES
Solve linear equations for one variable•	
Graph linear equations•	
Solve a system of linear equations by graphing•	
Use substitution to solve a system of equations•	
Use elimination to solve a system of equations•	
Explore solving a system of equations with a •	
graphing calculator

Unsolved	Mysteries
In the Unsolved Mysteries Module, students will use 

functions and coordinate graphing in determining who 
committed a fictional crime. Using cell phone records and 
coordinate graphing, students will identify an area in which 
a stolen cell phone was last operated. Students will also use 
functions to estimate the time of the robbery as well as the 
approximate height of the suspect. Students will link algebra 
skills to a real-world career in forensic science.

MATH OBJECTIVES
Use scaling and proportional reasoning to calculate •	
the actual distances between objects
Graph points on a coordinate graph and then use •	
coordinate graphing to identify locations on a graph
Learn about relationships and functions and how to •	
identify functions using the vertical line test
Use a graphing calculator to create a graph and •	
determine the function that describes the graph
Identify the x- and y-intercepts of a function•	

Water	Quality
In the Water Quality Module, students complete  

an internship with Scientific Laboratory Services. As  
part of their internship, students will analyze various 
standards and regulations relating to water quality and  
use. Through laboratory testing and Module activities, 
students will experience real-world applications of 
inequalities and learn to solve and graph simple, multistep, 
and compound inequalities using both paper and pencil 
and a graphing calculator.

MATH OBJECTIVES
Identify inequalities and double inequalities•	
Match graphs for inequalities•	
Solve simple inequalities•	
Solve inequalities with two variables•	
Create a T-chart and graph inequalities on a  •	
coordinate plane
Graph a linear system of inequalities on a  •	
graphing calculator
Define and graph absolute value inequalities•	



Overview
In Phase III of the Algebra I course, students engage in seven 

additional Modules developed to build upon the algebraic concepts 
and hands-on activities experienced in Phase II. As in Phase II, each 
Module includes specific algebraic concepts and hands-on activities 
that make these concepts relevant. Two Diagnostic Days are again 
provided for remediation and enrichment. Phase III homework 
materials are provided for each Module and are assigned to  
reinforce concepts covered in each of seven sessions during each 
Module rotation. 

Phase III Modules

Climate	Change
In the Climate Change Module, students will explore 

recent IPCC data on climate change, concentrating on how 
it will affect people and environments in the near future. 
They will look at patterns of melting ice and rising sea levels, 
changes in precipitation, increases in severity of storms, and 
northward movement of plants and animals. They will use 
a variety of monomial and polynomial equations and will 
use the InspireData software to calculate and graph rates 
of change of various climatic functions, based on the most 
recent data.

MATH OBJECTIVES
Evaluate an expression by substituting a value  •	
for the variable
Analyze a scatter plot to make predictions•	
Solve literal equations for a specified variable•	
Represent applied problems by using matrices•	
Use dimensional analysis to convert units of  •	
measure within a system

Factoring	&	Polynomials
In the Factoring & Polynomials Module, students will learn 
about different types of polynomials and how to identify 
and write monomials, binomials, and trinomials. Students 
examine prime and composite numbers and polynomials. 
Students will learn to factor and solve quadratic equations 
using the Distributive Property and the FOIL method. 
Students will learn to graph polynomials, use factors in 
graphing, and graph quadratic and special equations.

MATH OBJECTIVES
Identify types of polynomials•	
Examine prime and composite numbers•	
Factor terms•	
Use the Distributive Property in factoring•	
Use the FOIL method to solve quadratic equations•	
Graph quadratic equations•	
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Lenses	&	Optics
In the Lenses & Optics Module, students will use the 

focal length of a lens to solve rational equations. Students 
will gather information by performing an activity to 
determine lens optic measurements and then graph the 
measurements. Students will perform an experiment to 
discover the relationship between the object height and 
the image height, which is used to define the magnification 
ratio. Students create a slide projector and discover how 
lenses are made to correct vision problems.

MATH OBJECTIVES
Learn about inverse variation•	
Solve simple rational equations•	
Solve rational equations with more than one term•	
Reduce rational equations by factoring•	
Solve complex rational equations•	
Use cross multiplication to solve formulas•	

Population	Perspectives
In the Population Perspectives Module, students will 

explore the field of demography, or the study of human 
populations, learning how demographers use algebra 
to analyze the growth and changing composition of 
populations. They will analyze and solve population 
growth equations, compare census taking with population 
sampling, compare population sizes at different growth 
rates, construct polynomials related to age cohorts of 
populations, and compare populations in more  
developed and less developed countries. They will use the 
graphing calculator to graph and solve exponential and 
quadratic equations.

MATH OBJECTIVES
Analyze the graph of a function to determine  •	
its domain and range
Apply proportional reasoning to solve problems•	
Carry out a procedure to simplify  •	
polynomial expressions
Define and graph quadratic equations•	
Define and graph exponential equations•	

Projectile	Motion
In the Projectile Motion Module, students build and 

launch straw rockets in order to observe how flying 
objects follow a curved path called a parabolic path. 
Students predict the launch angle that will make the straw 
rocket travel the greatest horizontal distance and test the 
predictions. Students learn the general form of a quadratic 
equation, identify the coefficients in a quadratic equation, 
and use the coefficients in a quadratic equation to predict 
the shape of a parabola. Students predict where the straw 
rocket will land using a quadratic equation that describes 
the straw rocket’s path.

MATH OBJECTIVES
Graph simple quadratic functions•	
Solve quadratic functions by graphing•	
Solve quadratic functions using a  •	
graphing calculator
Use square root to find roots of quadratic functions•	
Solve quadratic functions using different methods•	
Define and graph exponential functions•	

The	Universe
In The Universe Module, students will cover  

astronomical concepts from the solar system outward, 
including stars, nebulas, and galaxies, and will explore 
evidence for the origin and expansion of the universe. 
They will calculate magnification of a telescope, measure 
the speed of light, develop and interpret a scatter plot to 
categorize stars, and analyze different types of light using a 
spectroscope. They will concentrate on size and distance in 
the universe, applying algebra concepts such as exponents, 
powers and roots, scientific notation, and multistep 
polynomial equations.  

MATH OBJECTIVES
Carry out a procedure to solve literal equations  •	
for a specified variable
Apply the laws of exponents and roots to  •	
solve problems
Carry out a procedure to perform operations with •	
numbers written in scientific notation
Carry out a procedure to evaluate an expression by •	
substituting a value for the variable
Use dimensional analysis to convert units of measure •	
within a system

Where	in	the	World
In the Where in the World Module, students explore from Eratosthenes to GPS to see how 

mathematics is used in mapping the world in which we live. Students complete activities 
that utilize algebraic concepts such as solving radical expressions, the Pythagorean 
Theorem, and the Distance Formula while exploring the history of mapmaking from ancient 
tools to global positioning. Students will create a Mercator projection, use trilateration to 
determine distances, and use a GPS unit to calculate distances between locations.

MATH OBJECTIVES
Solve radical expressions using addition and subtraction•	
Determine distance using the Pythagorean Theorem•	
Calculate the distance between two points using the Distance Formula•	
Complete angle measurements and compute calculations in degrees•	
Change the scale of a map and see the impact•	
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Algebots 
Tacotron and Frybot:  
food robots like no other

Researchers and designers enjoy being challenged – and 
I’m no different. Some challenges stretch my technical abilities 
and even take me beyond the boundaries I’ve previously 
established. Other challenges are to create relatively 
simple custom products that aid in student 
understanding of a topic, concept, or subject.

The Algebots fit squarely into the latter 
category. My programming, electronics, 
and robotics expertise were not 
tapped as much when I approached 
the concept of two food robots for the 
new Math Behind Your Meals Synergistic 
Algebra Module. Instead, I, along with 
Graphic Artist Jason Kellogg, attempted to 
bring to useable form the educational characters 
envisioned for a game created by Curriculum 
Specialist Dale Bryan.

Keeping track of calorie input and output is the main 
function of the Algebot figures as students practice algebra   

skills taught during this food-focused Module. Answers to 
food-related math problems determine whether students 
input or output calories for their own Algebot figure or inflict 
them on their opponent’s figure. The purpose of the game is  
to force the opponent’s Algebot calorie level above or below 
the acceptable level, while keeping their own within  
optimum range. 

“Paul did a great job bringing my concept to life. I had an 
idea of what I wanted with Tacotron and Frybot, but 

he used his knowledge to hone the characters into 
useable form,” Bryan said. “Jason Kellogg, too, 

should get a lot of credit for suggesting we use 
non-threatening robot figures and lending his 
humorous touch with the artwork.”

The bottom line is that our new Algebots  
– though simple in design – have the potential 

to deliver a memorable and enjoyable 
educational experience for students learning 

abstract algebra concepts.
“My goal with the game was to provide 

reinforcement for the basic algebra skills the students 
learn in this Module,” Bryan added. “I also wanted a non-

threatening and enjoyable way for them to gain understanding 
about the importance of balancing nutritional input with the 
physical output of exercise.”.

By Paul Uttley, Pitsco Product Development Manager
puttley@pitsco.com

By Aaron Locke, Curriculum Specialist
alocke@pitsco.com

Egg acceleration
New Gravity of Algebra Module prompts thoughts of many such odd topics

The other day I took my wife out 
to eat at one of those Japanese 
restaurants where they cook the 

food right in front of you. The chef spun 
an egg on his spatula, flung it up into the 
air, turned the spatula on its side, and the 
egg came down on the spatula splitting 
the shell, allowing the inside of the egg 
to fall onto the hot griddle while the shell 
stayed on the spatula. 

My first thought was, “Wow!” 
My second thought was, “That egg 
accelerated downward at 9.8 meters per 
second squared. I bet I could figure out 
how high to throw the egg so I could 
do that at home.” My third thought was, 
“I’ve been spending too much time 
writing Gravity of Algebra.”

When the curriculum team sat down 
to brainstorm Module ideas for the 

Synergistic Algebra program, one of 
the first things we discussed was taking 
some of our current Modules that were 
more math intensive and vamping them 
up with algebra to fit into the program. 
Gravity was one of the first Modules to 
be considered. While combing through 
Gravity trying to decide how to fit in 
math concepts such as linear equations, 
slopes, scatter plots, and graphing, one 
thing became evident – there was not 
enough time to fit all this extra math in 
without cutting a lot of the science.

We finally decided to keep Gravity 
as it was and write another Module 
that covered these math concepts, and 
Gravity of Algebra was born. Although 
there has been some debate on the 
name, one thing everybody agrees  
with is that physics and algebra  

go hand-in-hand.
When I began writing Gravity of 

Algebra, the first thing I did was sit down 
with my list of algebra concepts that 
were to be covered and brainstorm 
ideas, situations, and activities that could 
be used to bring these math concepts 
home for students. There seemed to be 
one theme that was the backbone of 
every idea I had – students would gather 
a bunch of somewhat meaningless data 
and use algebra to manipulate the data 
into something that was meaningful. 

In writing a Module about gravity, 
one thing is certain – you are going to 
have to drop something. One of the tools 
used to gather data in Gravity of Algebra 
is the Gravity Guru software. A plastic 
bar (picket fence) with alternating clear 
and opaque stripes is dropped through 

mailto:puttley@pitsco.com
mailto:alocke@pitsco.com
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Algebra is universal!
The Universe taps into intensive 
math content of astronomy

Before my son graduated from high school, he had the 
opportunity to attend Duke University’s PreCollege 
Program, where high school students take two summer 

session courses for college credit. One of my son’s courses was 
Introduction to Astronomy. He came home excited and proud of 
his experience. 

And almost his first words, when describing what he had 
learned, were, “Mom! Did you know that astronomy is almost 
all math?” This simple fact – well known to astronomers, of 
course! – was a revelation to him. It occurred to me then that 
the intensive math content of astronomy is probably not often 
conveyed to middle school and high school students.

Our new Algebra Module, The Universe, definitely stresses 
the importance of algebra – and even higher math – in the field 
of astronomy. In fact, astronomy provides an embarrassment 
of riches in terms of mathematical topics. So, the problem in 
writing this Module was twofold – first, deciding which math 
applications were suitable for an Algebra I course, and second, 
deciding what to leave out! 

The splitting of Astronomy

When we wrote the original Astronomy Module a few years 
ago, we essentially tried to cover all astronomy-related science 
standards within its seven sessions. This 
led to a crammed Module that we felt 
shortchanged many exciting and essential 
topics. The development of our Pre-
Algebra and Algebra curricula provided 
the perfect opportunity to remedy this 
situation – and to emphasize the math 
content of astronomy at the same time!

So, last year we revised the original 
Astronomy Module for Pre-Algebra. 
In this new version of Astronomy, we 
concentrated on the Sun-Earth-Moon 
system and our own solar system and 
removed all topics relating to stars and 

galaxies in the larger universe. For every science topic that was 
introduced, its mathematical basis, in the form of pre-algebra 
standards, was included as well.

In The Universe, we have continued this intertwining  
dance of astronomy and algebra by venturing beyond the  
solar system to consider stars, stellar life cycles, stellar clusters, 
 and galaxies. We have incorporated and expanded upon  
the topics removed from the earlier Module. Trips through 
several sets of algebra standards and science standards, plus 
several astronomy texts, suggested many interesting and 
appropriate topics. 

Stars and space full of math possibilities

A discussion of star magnitudes and intensities offers 
the opportunity to calculate with positive and negative 
numbers and powers of 10. The vast distances in space allow 
for practicing calculations using scientific notation plus unit 
conversions involving miles, light-years, and parsecs. The 
Hertzsprung-Russell Diagram relating star temperature, color, 
and luminosity is a perfect example of a scatter plot. And the 
Drake Equation, which describes factors affecting the likelihood 

of intelligent civilizations elsewhere in 
the universe, is a perfect example of the 
Fundamental Counting Principle  
in probability.

Of course, no one completely covers a 
topic as broad as The Universe in seven class 
sessions, and we haven’t tried. But we have 
tried to interweave relevant standards for 
both science and Algebra I, while opening  
students’ minds to the exciting possibilities  
of exploring astronomy and space. We hope 
the result is a Module that will be equally at 
home in an Algebra I lab or an eighth-grade 
science classroom..

a photogate timer that can measure the 
time of free fall of the stripes with an 
accuracy of one millisecond.

This is used to teach students about 
direct and inverse variations as well as 
linear relationships because the velocity 
of each stripe is directly related to the 
time it takes the stripe to pass through 

the photogate. Students also learn how 
to develop mathematical functions and 
equations to represent their data and 
how to graph these functions in order to 
analyze and interpret their data. 

 The next step in the process 
was to diagram out how the math 
concepts would be covered and used 
in conjunction with the activities that I 
had created. Finally, I began the writing 

process by adding in details to my 
outline in the form of audio and  
video scripts. 

While Gravity of Algebra may not help 
kids catch an eggshell on the side of a 
spatula, (at least I have yet to accomplish 
this feat), I believe the end product is a 
Module where students learn about and 
experience the algebra of gravity..

Synergistic Algebra

By Carol Hand, Curriculum Specialist
chand@pitsco.com

mailto:chand@pitsco.com
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Extra help!
SAEs give algebra  
students a necessary boost

Synergistic Algebra Enrichments, 
or SAEs, are quite simply extra help for 
students. However, to reduce SAEs to 
their simplest form unfairly minimizes 
their importance. Let’s go a little deeper.

Background•	 : It is no secret 
that math concepts build upon 
each other and become more 
complicated over time. If a 
student fails to grasp a concept 
at a certain level, then each 
successive level will show the 
negative impact of this missed 
learning. In our Synergistic 
Algebra program, it became 

critical to include 
periodic evaluation. 
This evaluation would 
provide teachers and 
students the opportunity 
to learn of weaknesses.

Goal•	 : In this area we 
hope to be especially 
innovative. Students 
don’t just learn of their 
weaknesses – every test 
they’ve ever taken has 
shown them that – they 
are given the time and 
resources to address 
those weaknesses before 

continuing. They can tackle their 
weaknesses while content is still 
fresh in their minds and before 
they move on to more difficult 
concepts. With this in mind, we 
created Diagnostic Days and a 
related component – the SAEs.
Logistics•	 : Diagnostic Days are 
periodic evaluations that occur 
at set intervals during a rotation, 
on Days 5 and 9. On these days, 
students take a 12-question 
diagnostic test. On Day 5, the 
12 questions cover material 
from four different concepts 
that the students have been 
exposed to in the first four days 
of the Module. On Day 9, the 12 
questions cover three concepts 
that are covered on Days 6-8.

If a student misses even one question 
for any concept, he or she is provided an 
opportunity for remediation. For each 
concept of remediation, the student is 
shown where he or she can receive that 

extra instruction – either in the form of 
Individualized Prescriptive Lessons (IPLs) 
or an SAE. 

SAE Description

An SAE functions as an extra lesson 
on a particular algebra concept. For 
example, a student working in Projectile 
Motion might be assigned the Using 
Quadratic Equations SAE, which is one 
of six SAEs available in that Module. 
A student working in Population 
Perspectives might be assigned the 
Proportional Reasoning SAE, which is 
one of the five SAEs available in  
that Module. 

The number of SAEs in each Module 
depends on how many lessons can 
be found in the IPLs for that particular 
Module. If a concept isn’t covered in the 
IPLs, it can be found in an SAE. Some 
Pre-Algebra Modules don’t have an SAE 
because all of their concepts are covered 
in the IPLs. In contrast, every Algebra 
Module has some SAEs.

From a student’s perspective

If a student is assigned an SAE, she 
will select it from the enrichment section 
of her Module. Within the SAE, the 
student will encounter an explanation of 
the concept, guided practice problems, 
and independent work. At each stage, 
she participates in interactions, so she 
receives frequent feedback. In addition, 
the student will complete a worksheet 
or notes page so that she will have a 
reminder of the lesson even after she 
rotates to a different Module..

Illinois Networking 
Ron Furgason, center, of Plum 
Grove Junior High School 
addresses teachers gathered for 
an Illinois Networking meeting 
in his lab in Rolling Meadows on 
February 21, 2008. The teachers 
learned about Synergistic 
Algebra and discussed various 
topics related to their labs.

Synergistic Algebra students can use SAEs as extra lessons on 
particular algebra concepts.

By Erin Wilson, Curriculum Specialist
ewilson@pitsco.com

mailto:ewilson@pitsco.com
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TPN: The Pitsco 
Network

CG: Cory Gibson

TPN: Why did your 
school opt to implement 
Synergistic Pre-Algebra?

CG: Our school 
district makes a strong attempt to implement programs 
that increase student learning. The Synergistic Pre-Algebra 
program integrates technology with hands-on learning, 
has self-pacing and review components, and frequent 
measurements of student learning. These program strategies 
have the qualities that increase the odds of student 
achievement.

* * *
TPN: What are you hoping for the program to achieve?
CG: We hope to realize greater student achievement  

and retention of algebraic concepts and the building of  
self-confidence in mathematics while preparing students  
for success in future math courses at the high school level  
and beyond.

* * *
TPN: What are your impressions of the program and the 

results so far?
CG: Overall, I believe the program meets the needs 

of many students, particularly those who have not been 
successful in more traditional math settings. 

* * *
TPN: Explain how this program is different from a traditional 

algebra course.
CG:  The differences are self-pacing, frequent assessments, 

integration of technology, hands-on learning opportunities, 
and application-level questions. The cons are an assurance 
that all students have all concepts mastered to pass the state 
assessment prior to the state assessment being taken.

* * *
TPN: How can you justify the expense of implementing this 

new program?
CG: Success justifies the expense of any program.

* * *
TPN: How will you evaluate the program at year’s end?
CG: We will use five separate pieces of data: observational, 

pre and post standardized assessment, Kansas Assessment 
results, student surveys, and staff surveys. 

TPN: The Pitsco 
Network

JR: Jack Robinson

TPN: Why did 
your school opt to 
implement Synergistic 
Pre-Algebra?

JR: As an alternative school, we were looking for 
innovative ways to engage students who often have 
experienced school failure. The Modules have authentic 
and hands-on components that we hoped and believed 
would keep our students focused and successful.

* * *
TPN: What are you hoping for the program to achieve?
JR: We are looking for improved attitudes toward math, 

better comprehension, higher grades, and better student 
pass rates on state standards.

* * *
TPN: What are your impressions of the program and  

the results so far?
JR: We are seeing achievement in all the areas I  

just mentioned.
* * *

TPN: Explain how this program is different from a traditional 
algebra course.

JR: The Modules require students to apply algebraic 
concepts and skills in real-world applications. This enables 
students to better understand the “why is this important?” 
about Algebra and increases motivation.

* * *
TPN: How can you justify the expense of implementing this 

new program?
JR: Pre-Algebra and Algebra I are minimum entry level 

courses for most high school math course sequences. If we 
can’t get our students through these courses, they will drop 
out. That expense is a whole lot more than the cost  
of Synergistic!

* * *
TPN: How will you evaluate the program at year’s end?
JR: Based on what we have already seen, we believe  

that student attitudes and motivation have improved. 
Student grades have also improved because students 
are more engaged and are completing assignments. 
Comparison of this year’s end-of-course state evaluations 
with each student’s previous year’s score on these same 
measures will give us a true indication of the level of mastery 
and achievement..

Principals evaluate new  
Pre-Algebra program

Introduction: The Synergistic Pre-Algebra program has been in beta testing this school year at Douglass School in Leesburg, Virginia, 
and Pittsburg (Kansas) Community Middle School. We asked Douglass Principal Jack Robinson and PCMS Principal Cory Gibson to share 
their thoughts about the new program.

Administrators’ Corner

Cory Gibson
PCMS Principal

Jack Robinson
Douglass Principal
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Loudoun County CTE Director Shirley Bazdar, top left, observes students working on Individualized 
Prescriptive Lessons at Douglass School. Facilitator Jason Fournier, middle, helps one of his Algebra 
students. At bottom, a student focuses on an activity in the Astronomy Module.

Synergistic Pre-Algebra 
accommodates 
students yet keeps 
them on task

When given a choice, students prefer 
to work at their own pace rather than 
the teacher’s. And the ability to go back 
and quickly review instructions – without 
drawing attention to one’s self – is 
invaluable, according to school officials 
and students where the Synergistic 
Pre-Algebra program has been in pilot 
testing this school year.

Case in point: A student at  
Douglass School in Leesburg, Virginia, 
doesn’t immediately understand a 
fractions problem. Loudoun County 
Career and Technical Education Director 
Shirley Bazdar happens to walk by and 
watches the student pause briefly and 
then “go back” on the computer to 
review the lesson.

“If we were looking at just a book, 
it would have been more difficult to 
have that kid move on because the 
teacher says, ‘Do the next problem.’ 
And the student thinks, ‘Oh, I can’t do 
that,’” Bazdar said. “Whereas this is 
a multimedia setting that allows the 
student to go back and review the 
directions for how to multiply fractions 
before moving forward.”

After taking this extra step, the 
student gets it, and he didn’t have to 
interrupt class or feel awkward about 
needing help.

“To put your hand up in middle 
school is sometimes the kiss of death,” 
Bazdar said. “They think, ‘I don’t want 
to be noticed. I don’t want to stand out. 
Don’t look at me.’”

Even high school students feel that 
way. Douglass tenth grader Kelly Childs 
says she doesn’t want to raise her hand 
when she needs clarification. “I don’t like 
asking questions.”

The safe environment of Synergistic 
Pre-Algebra helped Childs make 
tremendous progress in math, a subject 
she disliked and failed last year. Her 
teacher, Jason Fournier, said the new 
means of learning math was exactly what 
Childs needed. 

“The preassessment revealed that her 
gaps were incredible. Kelly had to do all 
of (the lessons). She tested out of none 
of them,” Fournier said. “By the time she 
was finished, she was in the 400s. I was 
so proud of her.”

No zoning out

Childs said the new delivery method 
forced her to change the way she worked 
in class at the alternative school. “When 
I’m sitting in the classroom, I’m usually 
bored and I zone out. I don’t know what’s 

going on. In this lab, you’ve actually got 
to do it to get it done with. It basically 
forces you to pay attention.”

Fournier says the traditional means 
of teaching pre-algebra – textbook and 
an overhead or whiteboard – doesn’t 
exactly prompt students to sit on the 
edge of their seats in anticipation.

“The old way, it was a struggle and 
you lost about half of (the students), 
which was huge,” he said. “This way, I 
don’t think you lose any, maybe just a 
small amount. I didn’t lose any in my 
small class.”

After mastering the Individualized 
Prescriptive Lessons that a 
preassessment reveals are necessary, 
the students move on to Synergistic 
Pre-Algebra Modules where they work 
in pairs to study concepts and complete 
activities that involve manipulatives  
and equipment.

“If you’re in a regular classroom and 
you’re talking, it’s like, ‘Be quiet because 
you’re disturbing everyone,’” Childs  
said. “But if you’re with a partner at a 
Module, you can talk and still get your 
work done.”

Awaiting test results

The Virginia Board of Education 
has adopted Mathematics Standards 
of Learning (SOL), and all students are 
required to perform at specified levels 
and show improvement year to year. 
Early results have not been good,  
Bazdar said.

“Virginia, with the standards of 
learning, really learned a painful lesson 
the past year or so when they started 
end-of-course testing with sixth, 
seventh, and eighth grades,” Bazdar said. 
“In math, our scores were not good, and 
that’s Virginia in general. A lot of school 

Students say their pace is:

The right pace
Stories by Tom Farmer

Photos by Melissa Karsten
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systems didn’t make it, and they were 
not accredited in math in those areas.”

Fournier is optimistic that  
Synergistic Pre-Algebra will lead to 
improved performance.

“We’re excited to see where their SOL 
scores go because all of the students are 
working. I know it’s going to go up, and 
it’s not because our students changed,” 
Fournier explained. “Now, our students 
are engaged in some mathematical 
activity while they’re in the classroom. 
And they’re doing math. They’re not just 
waiting for the next 90 minutes to hurry 
up and go by.”

Organization and structure

Instructor Kija Bailey charts students’ 
progress anonymously on a graph 

posted in the classroom so students can 
track their progress and quickly see 
what they’re missing or how far ahead 
they are. It’s another incentive that 
spurs students to strive for greater 
achievement with small rewards in the 
form of treats or extra credit.

Bazdar says such measures and a 
highly structured program set up in 
multiple phases are exactly what 
today’s students need.

“They need something different 
that’s engaging, something that  
also has a structure to it,” she said.  
“Kids crave structure. They will fight it 
left and right, but they really do crave 
the structure that comes with a  
product like what we’re doing here  
with Synergistics.”.

Seventh grader has changed  
his tune about school in general 
and math specifically

Chris Theriot hasn’t always made the best choices, which 
is what landed him in the middle school transitions program 
at Douglass, an alternative school in Leesburg, Virginia. But 
he’s a bright student who, in the past few months, has come to 
understand why math is important.

Thanks to the Synergistic Pre-Algebra program and his 
passion for skateboarding, Chris now sees relevance in school, 
especially math. 

“At the other schools, they would just stand at the board 
and teach, and if you didn’t get it, you didn’t get it,” he said. 
“When I didn’t get it, I would ask my friends and then I’d get in 
trouble for talking in class.”

Now that Chris is learning pre-algebra on the computer 
through Individualized Prescriptive Lessons (IPLs) and Modules, 
he’s much more engaged.

“It’s a lot better than sitting there and doing paperwork 
all day. If you get it wrong, the program tells you and it just 
doesn’t say, ‘Work it out.’ It can actually help. You’ve got to  
go through the introduction again, and that makes it so  
much easier.”

Another revelation occurred recently that caused the 
seventh grader to want to learn math.

“I understand now I’m going to need it,” he said. “The thing 
that changed me was when I went to the skate shop. I bought 
a new skateboard and I was getting grip tape, like sandpaper 
that goes on the top so your feet stay on, and they started 
talking in fractions about it. I was like, ‘Huh?’ He was like, ‘You 
want one-fourth of one-half of the grip tape.’ He said, ‘Do you 
want it cut into slits, like in a design?’ I was like, ‘If I’m going to 
be a skateboarder, I’m going to need all this information.’”

Facilitator Samuel Taylor is pleased to see Chris fully 
engaged in his work and no longer just trying to skate by. 

“Before, I would try to cheat the system and get all 
the answers the easy way,” Chris said. “Then I decided if 
I was gonna be a skateboarder, I’ll need this information 
to do everything. When I’m doing the math, I think about 
skateboarding. It helps me relate to it because it’s something I 
like doing.”.

A student gathers materials for a Module activity in 
the Synergistic Pre-Algebra lab at Douglass School.

“When I’m doing the math, I think about 
skateboarding. It helps me relate to it because it’s 

something I like doing.” - seventh grader Chris Theriot

No more just skating by
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Teacher on Synergistic Pre-
Algebra: ‘I like the program 
because it fits this kid’

What kind of curriculum is most 
effective in an alternative school? 
Alternative curriculum, of course, as in 
nontraditional approaches to educating 
students in core subjects. Synergistic 
Algebra, for example.

The Pre-Algebra course of the 
Synergistic Algebra program has been 
utilized this school year at Douglass, an 
alternative school in Leesburg, Virginia. 

“We look for alternative instructional 
approaches,” said Principal Jack 
Robinson. “Quite frankly, that was 
an appeal for Synergistic. Here’s an 
alternative approach, a modular 
approach that’s hands-on. It enables us 
to be different from the students’  
home schools.”

Only one-third of the students 
referred to Douglass by middle and  
high school guidance counselors 
are accepted into the school’s seven 
programs that include “transitions” for 
middle schoolers.

Samuel Taylor, with 43 years of 
science teaching experience including 
28 years in the tough inner-city 
of Washington, D.C., heads up the 

transitions program and is already a big 
fan of the Synergistic Algebra program.

“You put them in front of the 
computer and they feel pretty 
comfortable, basically they stay 
engaged,” Taylor said. “Synergistic 
Algebra is good for these kids because 
they can work at their own pace. I like the 
program. An individualized, self-paced 
approach allows me to work with the 
students individually. I’m the guide on 
the side, and they go ahead and do what 
they need to do.”

Shirley Bazdar is the Career and 
Technical Education Director for 
Loudoun County Public School and 
also oversees Douglass, which has 
transformed its mission through  
the years.

“Today’s student is different than 
the student 15 years ago,” Bazdar 
explained. “I think alternative schools 15 
years ago had a much different focus. 
It was more of a holding place. Now, 
we’re about educating the whole child. 
That’s instructionally, that’s socially, 
we’re counseling emotionally. It’s just 
a different day and time, and kids now 
have a different kind of maturity because 
of their exposure to things.”

Taylor says his students are eager to 
work with the hands-on manipulatives 
and relevant equipment in the Modules, 

and he’s more than happy to oblige after 
students have completed the requisite 
Individualized Prescriptive Lessons 
covering basic math concepts.

“It’s not ‘can you teach?’ but ‘can you 
reach?’ If you can reach the students and 
motivate them, they do the learning. 
That’s the key,” Taylor said. “I don’t care 
how you learn. You can learn from each 
other, you can learn from a computer, 
you can learn from doing. But you learn 
better from doing. The hands-on is what 
the kids want to do.”

Students are learning the social  
skills they need outside of the classroom 
as well.

“I like the program because it fits 
this kid, this new kid on the block that 
is computer literate and into TV. They’re 
engaged,” Taylor said. “These are 
problem kids, and I don’t have a lot of 
problems with them.”.

Alternative curriculum

A seventh grader mulls over an Individualized 
Prescriptive Lesson at Douglass School in  
Leesburg, Virginia.

Douglass School Principal, Jack Robinson, top, 
likes the design of the Synergistic Pre-Algebra 
program. District CTE Director Shirley Bazdar, 
middle, says today’s students are different than 
students 15 years ago.  Samuel Taylor, bottom, 
a 43-year teaching veteran, says the new 
Synergistic Pre-Algebra program is a good fit  
for his students.
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Synergistic Algebra –  
Pre-Algebra Program 

Math does have meaning
New program helps students connect  
math concepts to real-world applications

Many seventh and eighth graders already have an idea 
what they want to do for a career: doctors, nurses, construction 
workers, mechanics, teachers, architects . . . all of which require 
strong mathematics skills.

So what better preparation than for students to learn pre-
algebra in a real-world context? Seeing how math is applied 
while learning the concepts has been a boost to Pittsburg 
(Kansas) Community Middle School students enrolled in the 
Synergistic Pre-Algebra course this year.

Here’s what a few of the seventh and eighth graders have to 
say about the new program and math in general:

* * *

Audrie	Shead,	7th	grade
On hands-on experience: “It’s more difficult to learn 

things when you don’t have any hands-on experience with any 
of the concepts you’re trying to learn. You can learn them and 
know them in your head but not know how to do them like 
literally because you haven’t practiced it. In (Synergistic), we 
practice everything.” . . . On a possible career: “I’ve thought 
about going into music and maybe producing or something. 
Math could be important depending on which field of music. 
You have to use math in things like pitch, but math is pretty 
much everywhere.”

* * *

Allie	Orscheln,	7th	grade
On Synergistic Pre-Algebra vs. traditional math class: 

“In a regular math class, you just sit there and copy down out 
of the book and do your problems. I like this because you can 
actually work with stuff. It’s kind of fun. . . . I like working at my 
own pace instead of having to wait for the whole class. You can 
just go ahead. I like that part.” . . . On real-world application: 
“(Synergistic) does more everyday problems than you get in a 
book. In the book it’s more fruit and shapes. It’s not like you’re 
going to get your counting blocks out at the grocery store and 
see what your fractions are.”

Elizabeth	Willis,	7th	grade
On Synergistic Diagnostic Days: “I think 

they’re relevant because it helps you with the 
Module and prepares you for the test. You get 
more practice. It’s basically like a practice test 
for the real Module test and it helps.” . . . On 
Synergistic Pre-Algebra vs. traditional math 
class: “I’d rather have it in the Modules than in 
the textbook. In the classroom, we sit there and learn. She just 
throws things out. That’s OK. But I’d rather do things hands-on.” 
. . . On a possible career: “I want to either teach or be a nurse. 
They just seem interesting. If you’re giving someone a shot, you 
have to measure. . . . Pharmacists have to do calculations, figure 
how much things weigh and amount of doses.”

* * *

Michael	Heckert,	7th	grade
On a possible career: “I want to go into 

sports, but if that doesn’t work, my mom’s a 
nurse and she’s told me about the different 
health jobs. I kind of want to be a skin doctor 
or a general family doctor. You’d need to know 
how much medicines to take, give shots, things 
like that.” . . . On math in construction (his 
father’s line of work): “I hear my dad and my grandpa on the 
radio talking about how many tons they’re gonna have to pour 
of cement or anything like that. And my dad helps me with 
my homework a lot. Every time he gets on the radio, they talk 
about how big an area and how much they’ll need to fill the 
area.”

* * *

Teresa	McCool,	8th	grade
On Synergistic Pre-Algebra vs. traditional math class: 

“Last year I flunked math. I wasn’t really trying as hard as I could 
because I don’t like math. Now, it’s easier this year. The math 
lab, I love it. When you learn the lessons, all you have to do is 
read it and then take questions over it. It’s easier to me. . . . I 
didn’t get it when the teacher gave it. It’s easier when I can read 
it and go at my own pace. I get distracted easily.”

* * *

Aaron Seybold, 8th grade
On the Individualized Prescriptive Lessons: “We always 

compete to be higher than each other. I’m at level 400 or 
so, and Christina is ahead of me.” . . . On a possible career: 
“I would like to be a wrestling coach or possibly work in 
construction or auto mechanics. I’m pretty sure you’ve got to 
know math. You’ve got to add up all the cash and you’ve gotta 
know a lot of things.”.
Module partners at Pittsburg (Kansas) Community Middle School conduct 
a light intensity experiment at the Light & Lasers Module.
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Literacy  
The financial variety
Chad Foster’s book  
rings true, especially 
in light of the current 
economic conditions

The poor state of the U.S. economy 
begs one question of state and local 
school boards: Why isn’t financial  
literacy a required course for every high 
school student?

Chad Foster is doing his part to fill  
the void. His Financial Literacy for Teens 
book and the accompanying teacher’s 
guide have effectively given students 
pause to consider the ramifications of 
credit abuse and poor spending habits 
and the benefits of a savings account 
and insurance.

Written in a student-friendly manner, 
Financial Literacy is the self-proclaimed 
teen’s guide to the real world of money. 
Business, finance, and careers instructors 

across the country build the book and 
curriculum into their syllabus.

“The book is very effective,” said 
Earl Santymire, a teacher at Williamson 
County (Tennessee) Middle College High 
School. “I cover the book before I give 
my Economics students their budget 
projects. The information about credit 
card debt, insurance, and credit reports is 
an eye-opener to the students.”

Alana Ellenburg, who teaches 
at Pepperell High School in Lindale, 
Georgia, incorporates the book as a unit 
in the Freshman Academy and then 
goes a step further to keep the positive 
momentum flowing.

“After our students read Chad’s book 
and we are well into the unit curriculum, 
we invite local bank, credit union, and 
investment officials to speak to our 
classes and answer questions from our 
students,” Ellenburg said. 

Foster’s examples of disastrous 
financial decisions and poor money 
management capture students’ attention 
and leave little doubt about the proper 
way to handle finances – as a teenager 
and an adult.

“Students’ reactions to the lessons 
are always a roller coaster of emotion,” 
Ellenburg said. “At first it is fun and 
exciting. This gives way to shock and 
amazement. Then reality begins to set  

in. Are they going to make enough 
money for all of their needs, much less 
their wants?”

Concepts as simple as credit card 
interest amaze students because they 
hadn’t considered that aspect of what 
simply appeared to be free money.

“Most students have no idea about 
credit interest fees and late fees,” 
Santymire said. “When I go over the 
math, students are astounded at how 
long it can take to pay back a $1,000 
credit bill, especially if they are just 
paying the minimum payment.”

In light of current economic 
conditions, that’s a good lesson for teens 
and adults..

Author Chad Foster

Chad knows of what he speaks, 
writes, and teaches. His diverse 
background and life experiences provide 
a wealth of wisdom for his captivating 
real-world books and curriculum for 
teens. Chad’s Teenagers Preparing for 
the Real World and Financial Literacy 
for Teens books and curricula have 

been used in more 
than 4,000 middle 
school and high 
school classrooms 
nationwide. His 
quick wit and 
unique storytelling 
ability enable him 
to successfully 
engage students, 
educators, and 
administrators 

from all walks of life. To 
schedule a visit from Chad or to order his 
books, visit www.edbookings.com.

 Financial Literacy for Teens

This quick, easy read provides a vital 
dose of real-world wisdom through 
powerful stories 
about teens and 
young adults who 
have faced financial 
hardships – some 
incredibly tragic. 
Timely topics, 
clearly illustrated 
through Chad 
Foster’s proven 
approach, grab 
and hold the 
attention of 
students and 
forever change the way 
they think about money. Students learn 
to develop good financial habits at an 
early age – habits that will enable them 
to successfully make, manage, multiply, 
and protect their hard-earned money. To 
order this or other Chad Foster books or 
resources, visit www.edbookings.com. 

Students get the message

In his fourth year using the Financial 
Literacy for Teens book, Instructor Earl 
Santymire cites examples of students 

taking author Chad Foster’s messages 
to heart.

“I have had a number of students 
who have moved out on their own 

after graduation and they have 
purchased renter’s insurance, and the 

ones who have shared apartments 
made sure everyone’s name was on the 
lease,” Santymire said.

Instructor Alana Ellenburg said 
students are practicing what they’ve 
learned including one girl who refused 
to accept a computer as a Christmas gift 
from her parents because she realized 
that they could not afford it.

Another student began investing her 
money after completing the financial 
literacy unit. “She has doubled her 
investment in one year,” Ellenburg said. 
“This certainly makes her want to  
invest more.”.

Teacher Alana Ellenburg incorporates Financial 
Literacy for Teens as a unit in the Pepperell High 
School Freshman Academy in Lindale, Georgia.

Chad Foster
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By Tom Farmer, Editor 
tfarmer@pitsco.com   
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Chef Dan, aka Synergistic 
Learning Systems Sales 
Consultant Dan Petersen, 
spends a lot of his spare time in 
the kitchen cooking up favorite 
meals such as pizza from 
scratch (see recipe below).

Chef Dan!
Systems sales consultant  
enjoys his time in the kitchen

A salesman who’s on the road 70 nights a year, Dan 
Petersen looks forward to home-cooked meals. But he doesn’t 
expect his wife to slave away in the kitchen creating mouth-
watering cuisine. No, he’d rather be the one in a chef’s hat, 
pulling a homemade pizza from his commercial-grade oven.

Petersen is a Synergistic Learning Systems sales consultant 
who lives in Austin, Texas, so he has access to some of the best 
citrus fruit, fresh seafood, and authentic Mexican ingredients. “I 
travel with a cooler, so I stop and pick up fruits and vegetables 
from roadside stands.” 

He particularly enjoys cooking Mexican and Italian food, 
and every Sunday night at the Petersen house it’s either 
stromboli or homemade pizza.

“I make my own crust – I like it thin. And I make my own 
sauce,” he said. “I caramelize the onions and mushrooms before 
putting them on. It’s an extra step, but I find that it brings a lot 
more flavor.”

Treating his customers right

Petersen believes in high-quality, personal customer 
service, and that begins with jars of candied pecans and 

walnuts that he cooks himself and delivers to many of his 
customers right before Christmas each year.

“I give it to teachers who show their labs that I can use as 
a reference site, as a way of thanking them,” Petersen said of 
delivering 120 jars of nuts that have been cooked in a blend 
of four chili powders and sugar. “The rest of them I give to 
principals, administrators, all the way up to superintendents.”

His customers return the favor not only through patronage 
but also by suggesting restaurants where he should eat.

“I try not to eat in chain restaurants. It’s the same menu 
if I eat in Pittsburg or in south Texas. The food’s made to 
specifications,” he said. “I always ask the customer where the 
locals go. Sometimes I have to have my customer interpret and 
talk to the waiter about what we’re going to eat.”

Eat well and eat right

When he visits Pittsburg, 
Kansas, for sales meetings, his 
favorite restaurants are Chatters 
and Josie’s. He enjoys the fried 
chicken that’s so popular in the 
area, but he does his best to avoid 
eating too many fried foods.

“I’ve learned to eat healthy the 
older I get. We try to use as little 
salt as we can, and we go low fat,” 
he said. “I use turkey sausage. I 
use a lot of turkey. It saves you so 
much calories and fat.”.

Petersen’s Pizza
“Loving pizza the way I do, I have found 
this recipe to be a lower-calorie, big-
flavor, easy-to-make-at-home pizza that 
seems to always be a hit.”

– Dan Petersen
(Ingredients for two 12-inch pizzas)
Pizza Dough
Depending on your preference, use the 
pre-made refrigerated dough from the 
supermarket or make your own. If you choose 
to make your own, consider adding garlic 
powder, red pepper, onion powder, dried 
basil, and oregano. Bread machine dough is  
a good option.

2 tablespoons olive oil
1 medium sweet onion, thinly sliced
2 tablespoons butter
12 ounces crimini (brown mushrooms), sliced
Splash of balsamic vinegar
24 ounces homemade pizza sauce  

(recipe follows)
1 cup fresh mozzarella cheese
3 links Italian turkey sausage (optional), 

removed from skin
5 garlic cloves, thinly sliced
8 slices smoked provolone cheese
1/4 cup fresh basil, chopped

Preheat oven to 500 degrees with two 
racks in the bottom half of oven. Sauté onion 
in olive oil over medium heat until it turns 
lightly brown and begins caramelizing,  
8-10 minutes. Remove from pan and set 
aside. In the same pan add butter and sauté 
mushrooms for 8 minutes or until most of the 

moisture is gone. Deglaze  
with a splash of balsamic 
vinegar. Set aside.

If using Italian turkey 
sausage, remove from skins 
and sauté in same pan until 

browned, about 10 minutes, breaking it 
into small pieces. Set aside. Roll out dough 
into two 12- to 14-inch rounds or squares, 
put on lightly oiled pans, and put in oven 
for 6 minutes or until crust starts to brown. 
Remove crusts from oven and cool. 

Divide sauce between two crusts, 
spreading evenly. Spread mozzarella cheese 
over pizza sauce. Divide sausage, onions, 
mushrooms, and garlic between the two 
pizzas. Top with pieces of provolone cheese 
and basil and put back in oven for 8-10 
minutes or until cheese and crusts brown 
slightly. Allow 6-1/2 minutes resting time 
before cutting and serving.

Homemade Pizza Sauce
28 ounces tomato puree or tomato sauce
2 cloves minced garlic
1 tsp dried oregano
Splash of balsamic vinegar
1 tsp onion powder
1 tsp dried basil
Splash of red wine

In a medium saucepan, add all the 
ingredients and cook over low heat for 1 to 
1-1/2 hours, stirring occasionally.

By Tom Farmer, Editor 
tfarmer@pitsco.com   

mailto:tfarmer@pitsco.com
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Wilson’s training and experience  
in writing and teaching have prepared  
her well to develop curriculum

Sometimes, the planets line up just right and a person finds 
the perfect job to suit their skills, experience, and desires. 

Erin Wilson’s undergraduate degree in science and 
graduate degree in professional writing and rhetoric led to 
teaching stints in junior high school science and college-level 
writing. So with ample experience in theory (as a student) and 
application (as a teacher), she leaped at the chance to become a 
Synergistic curriculum specialist, a position for which teaching 
and writing experience are the top two requirements.

“I learned about Pitsco from one of my professors in the 
English Department at PSU (Pittsburg State University),” Wilson 
said. “The job sounded like the perfect blend for my skill set 
and education.”

Not only does she realize what teachers need – “I can 
appreciate what teachers experience in terms of classroom 
management and other challenges.” – but she also knows what 
a rough time the middle school years can be for students.

“Many of them are beginning to doubt themselves and their 

place in society for the first time,” Wilson 
said. “If I could help provide some stability 
for them and show them how rewarding 
it can be to be successful, then they could 
walk out of my classroom feeling a little 
better about themselves.”

Wilson strives to write Missions, Modules, and Suites that 
help students “get it.” She taps into not only her teaching 
experience but also her deep knowledge of writing to craft 
engaging curriculum enjoyed by students and teachers alike.

“The opportunity to develop curriculum in such an exciting 
and innovative format is the most enjoyable part of my job. But 
what we do here isn’t about the bells and whistles. That’s all 
icing on the cake. What is more important is that we provide 
real scaffolding for teachers who are coming into this style of 
teaching for the first time. We want them to be successful, and 
we provide everything we can to make that happen.”

“For the kids, we ensure that the content is relevant and 
complete. It’s a challenging program for both students  
and teachers.”

And for Wilson, creating the program is the perfect  
career challenge..

New curriculum 
specialist misses 
students but reaches 
more of them

A former missionary and a certified 
teacher, Synergistic Curriculum Specialist 
Aaron Locke occasionally peers into 
his computer screen and longs for the 
days when he shaped and influenced 
youngsters. Then it hits him: The 
curriculum he’s writing will positively 
impact thousands of students each school 
year instead of just a couple hundred  
at best.

“As a curriculum specialist, my 
ultimate goal is to spread an enthusiasm 
and love of science and engineering,” 
Locke said. “While working (at Pitsco), I 
don’t get to personally see many of those 
lightbulbs turning on, but I trust that I am 
reaching or affecting a far greater number 
of students than I ever could as a teacher.”

Prior to becoming a Pitsco curriculum 
specialist last December, Locke was a 

curriculum assistant and interned  
at nearby Pittsburg (Kansas) Community 
Middle School where he worked with 
students in Missions and Modules  
labs. That experience prepared him  
well for the role of Synergistic  
curriculum developer.

“My recent internship helped me 
to see some of the stresses, struggles, 
and educational needs that students 
are facing today,” he said. “As I develop 
curriculum, I try to keep in mind my 
observations and experiences in an 
attempt to better meet students’ needs.”

Focusing mainly on physical science, 
math, and engineering in his new 
position, Locke has been busy writing two 
new Synergistic Algebra Modules (see 
related story on Gravity of Algebra,  
page 10). The main challenge he faces 
daily is the need to integrate relevance 
into the content being taught, an 
accomplishment for which Synergistic 
Learning Systems are well known.

“No longer do students have to 
try to wrap their minds around a lofty 

theoretical science concept out of a 
textbook,” Locke said. “Now that concept 
is sitting right in front of them. They can 
touch and experience it.”

But before students can experience 
their school work, they must be engaged, 
and a sure-fire means of engagement 
is to make learning enjoyable. The only 
way a writer can produce enjoyable and 
educational curriculum is to enjoy his  
job, a part of the equation Locke has 
already solved.

“What I enjoy most about my position 
is researching and experimenting  
with all the cool toys, gadgets, and 
physics equipment and coming up with 
ways to use the equipment to teach 
something about why things work the 
way they do.”.

Aaron Locke, Curriculum Specialist

Erin Wilson, 
Curriculum Specialist

Teaching thousands

An advocate for students and teachers

By Tom Farmer, Editor 
tfarmer@pitsco.com   

By Tom Farmer, Editor 
tfarmer@pitsco.com   
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If the prospect of incorporating 
language literacy into a technology 
lab seems daunting, consider a new 
approach that enables students to 
editorialize and to critique the Modules 
they explore.

Facilitator Matt Hitchner of Hopewell 
Crest School in Bridgeton, N.J., 
developed a three-part “Module Report” 
that students complete at the conclusion 
of each rotation on days when other 
students are wrapping up activities or 
making up missed Module Guides, RCAs, 
or Post Tests.

By keeping his sixth, seventh, and 
eighth grade students’ reports in 
binders, Hitchner also has a tool for 
evaluating the progress of a student’s 
writing – in a technology class, no less. 
Yes, it’s cross-curricular education at  
its best! 

Sample critique

To complete a Module Report a 
student must fill out three sections: 

Module Summary (facts learned, 
vocabulary, activities, experiments), 
Editorial (“I like the Module because . . .”, 
“My Module experience could have been 
better if . . .”), and Critique’s Corner (“I 
would give this Module ___ stars out of 5 
because . . .”, “This Module would receive 
___ thumbs up/down because . . .”).

Excerpts from one student’s report:
Module Summary: “Some facts 

I learned was that a robot can be 
programmed and reprogrammed so they 
can do many tasks. I never knew that robot 
meant ‘slave’ or ‘labor.’ I thought robot 
meant mechanical man.”

Editorial: “I liked this Module because 
I got to learn about things that I did not 
know about robots. My Module experience 
could have been better if I could have used 
SAM more. I wasn’t here one day when we 
used him and that disappointed me.”

Critique’s Corner: “I would give 
this Module five stars out of five because 
I enjoyed working with different kinds 
of robots. I think being able to program 

a robot to work is really interesting. This 
Module would receive two thumbs up 
because I made new friends with Rooster 
and SAM and learning what they do.”.

Most teachers probably aren’t even interested in the 
challenges inherent in developing multimedia-delivered math 
and Algebra curriculum. But being able to deliver math content 
in an electronic medium offers plenty of challenges, as the last 
18 months have showed us.

The Synergistic Algebra development team didn’t 
actually develop a new font to accommodate math symbols 
and equations, but our development process did entail 
considerable research 
and we used lots 
of resources before 
settling on a font that 
would allow us to 
deliver solid content 
to the end user. A 
font named DejaVu 
Sans was selected as 
it provided all of the math fonts and characters necessary for 
successful development of Pre-Algebra and Algebra Modules.

Vista compatibility

Along with the challenges of math characters and fonts 
comes the ever-changing and ever-challenging updating of 

computer operating systems. The change from Windows XP 
to Windows Vista is no exception. We are in the process of 
converting all of our existing Synergistic Systems Modules and 
Suites over to Vista as 2008 progresses.

Module compatibility should be completed by year’s end, 
and Suites conversion has a projected 2009 completion. We 
understand that many school districts will not be switching 
over to the newest operating system anytime soon but will 

wait until the product is more stable and secure before 
making the switch. 

Not only does it require a considerable amount of time 
and resources for this type of conversion and compatibility for 
us, but it also means we have to try to maintain two versions 
of the product as schools work on their transition schedules. 

Another challenge with an operating system change is the 
third-party software programs that are used in many Modules 
and Suites. It is a constant challenge to keep the correct 

version of third-party software on hand for the particular 
operating system that is being used in the classroom. 

As we move through this transition, we will strive to 
maintain good communications with you, the end user, to 
make certain we are delivering the proper product for the 
system you have in place..

Math fonts and Vista compatibility

Jack Hemenway
Integrated Technology

Content critique
Students build language literacy through  
creative teacher’s “Module Report”

Get Your Copy: 

Download a template of Matt 
Hitchner’s “Module Report” in PDF 
format at www.pitsco-network.com.

Share Your Ideas:

Submit your Winning Suggestion to 
Editor Tom Farmer (tfarmer@pitsco.
com or P.O. Box 1708, Pittsburg, KS 
66762). If it appears in the magazine, 
you will receive a $50 Pitsco gift 
certificate and a T-shirt.

By Tom Farmer, Editor 
tfarmer@pitsco.com   
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Last installment of a 5 part series

Safety First!

Imagine how safe your lab would be with everything meticulously organized, cleaned,  
and maintained.
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Activities 
for future 
engineers and 
artists

The Packaging 
Design Getting Started 
Teacher’s Guide is an 
excellent resource 
for those in need of 
activities to engage 
both right-brained 
and left-brained 
students. Students 
will put mathematics principles to use 
when they design packaging to meet 
real-world specifications and purposes. 
The included activities will have them 
working together to plan, sketch, build, 
and test their designs to solve spatial, 
materials, and performance problems.

This guide gives students the 
opportunity to experience firsthand how 
concepts learned in their math classes, 
such as dimensions, volume, surface area, 
tessellations, and symmetry, are used 
by engineers and graphic designers in 
various industries. The included projects 
will have them exercising both their 
creative and analytical sides as they:

Discover and design different •	
types of packaging and learn 
related terminology.
Convert two-dimensional •	
sketches into three-dimensional 
objects.
Perform tests of the effectiveness •	
of their packaging and the 
strength of the materials used.
Design to various specifications •	
(volume, surface area, shape, and 
efficiency of design).
Design packaging capable  •	
of protecting an egg from 
breaking when dropped from 
different heights. 

All Getting Started Teacher’s Guides 
include NSTA, NCTM, ITEA, and NCTE 
standards addressed; detailed teacher 
and student instructions; resource pages; 
puzzles; and pretests and posttests. They 
also contain separate activities for middle 
school and high school students..

Need a little  
Monk in your lab?

By Cody White, Technical Editor 
cwhite@pitsco.com   

By Deborah Muse, Editing Coordinator
dmuse@pitsco.com   

You need not be 
a neatnik, but 
cleanliness does 
improve safety

Do you ever wish you had Detective 
Adrian Monk in your lab? Who better 
to keep your supplies organized and 
lab clean than one of television’s most 
notorious neatniks?

Imagine how safe your lab would  
be with everything meticulously 
organized by size and color – evenly 
spaced rows gleaming from Monk’s 
ample supply of disinfectant wipes. You 
would marvel at how safe your students 
would be. Well, that is until Monk would 
start picking lint off students’ clothes 
and hoarding supplies because they 
were recently sanitized. 

OK, maybe you don’t want someone 
as obsessively compulsive as Monk 
around your students, but you probably 
recognize that order and cleanliness 
are definitely part of a safe lab. Every 
Synergistic lab makes use of supplies 
the students need to illustrate concepts 
taught in the curriculum. In order to 
maintain the safety of your students, 

the supplies should be cleaned and 
stored properly. 

Safety doesn’t just mean telling 
students to be cautious around 
chemicals or Bunsen burners. It also 
means instructing them to wash  
their hands, clean their work surfaces, 
and store supplies where they belong. 
When students clean themselves 
and their areas, they have a safe 
environment in which to work  
and learn. 

Help students understand the role 
they play in this process. To do this, 
you might institute a Safety Squad in 
your classroom. The students assigned 
to the role could check workstation 
supplies and cleanliness at the end of 
each class period. This could be done 
with a laminated check card and a wet-
erase marker or a printed check sheet 
on a clipboard. Rotate members of the 
Safety Squad, so all the students can 
learn the value of lab safety.

At the midpoint of each term or 
semester, consider bringing in a black 
light for the students to shine on their 
workspaces. Follow this up with a 
discussion of bacteria and viruses, and 
what they discover might inspire them 
to put a little Monk in their routine..

http://catalog.pitsco.com/store/detail.aspx?KeyWords=Packaging%20Teacher''s%20Guide&by=20&pt=11&ID=5189&c=0&t=1&l=0
http://catalog.pitsco.com/store/detail.aspx?KeyWords=Packaging%20Teacher''s%20Guide&by=20&pt=11&ID=5189&c=0&t=1&l=0
http://catalog.pitsco.com/store/detail.aspx?KeyWords=Packaging%20Teacher''s%20Guide&by=20&pt=11&ID=5189&c=0&t=1&l=0
mailto:cwhite@pitsco.com
mailto:dmuse@pitsco.com
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Take it from a  
former principal: funds 
go to those who can 
prove success

Not to the swift the race,
Nor to the strong the fight.

. . . However, according to Damon 
Runyan, “that is the way to bet.”

Instructors often find in the race to 
obtain needed teaching materials there 
is a pace or a gait to be established and 
maintained to ensure success. 

They are aware that many  
Synergistic Learning Systems Modules 
or Missions have accompanying 
assortments of refreshable materials 
that need to be ordered and reordered 
during the year and stocked for the next 
educational cycle.

The logic of ensuring the success 
of this leg of the journey assures the 
completion of assigned projects. Perhaps 
to guarantee the continued availability 
of resources, you should invite the 
administration to be present and witness 

student satisfaction with their projects. 
The labs are constantly alive with hands-
on learning experiences. Their strength 
is their constancy, not overpowering but 
consistent with the learning capabilities 
of students in the program.

Science, ecology, microbiology, 
forces, and graphics offer a valuable 
arena for demonstration of the utility 
unveiled in the Synergistic world. 
Administration and even parents enjoy 
witnessing activities in which students 
demonstrate their skills. Take it a step 
further and invite parents to participate 
in selected Module or Mission activities.

There is no better method of 
attracting and maintaining long-term 
interest than the demonstration and 
use of the lab. When students present 
a learning event for parents and 
administrators, a bond is created that 
perhaps had not existed previously.

There is also the need to follow 
up with the promise of future 
demonstration of the long-term effects 
of the Module or Mission laboratory 
learning environment. It is not a mere 
staging of a song and dance act; it is 
the exposure of the avenue education 
is following that will enable students to 
learn and exhibit the skills necessary for 
their learning future. 

Administration and parents are 
reasonably concerned that products 
procured for use in the learning 
environment be properly and 
productively implemented. It is doubly 
so from the view of administrators 
who ultimately answer requests for 
expenditures for kits and other items. 
Those items may range from light 
meters, solar kits, and Luminglas panels 
to electric consumables and rocketry 
kits – all vital to their labs and most 
importantly vital to be there at the 
appointed time of need. 

Therefore the best “bet” is to see that 
parents, administrators, board members, 
and other locals witness or hear about 
the vitality of the learning world that 
races full strength via Synergistic 
Learning Systems..

 

Consumables at  
Your Fingertips

Show off students’ work  
and improve your odds

Pat Forbes
Funding Opportunities 

By Kristi Bettega, Correlations Specialist 
kbettega@pitsco.com   

Ordering consumables for your lab online can be 
quick and easy at http://consumables.pitsco.com/store. 
The online consumables store offers many features that 
make purchasing supplies a breeze. 

Products are grouped first by system (Missions, 
Modules, Suites) and then by title alphabetically. Just 
select the title you’re looking for, and you’ll find the list 
of consumables for that particular title. You can easily 
add items to your cart or to your wish list. 

Most teachers don’t have an abundance of time 
each day to shop for necessary items, but with the wish 
list you can create an ongoing list of items you need 

for your classroom. 
Then, when you’re 
ready to make the 
purchase, moving 
the items from 
your wish list to 
your shopping 
cart is a piece of cake. 

Take a little time to explore the 
online consumables store. I think you’ll find it a 
user-friendly – and time-saving – tool!.

http://systems.pitsco.com/
http://systems.pitsco.com/
mailto:kbettega@pitsco.com
http://www.synergistic-consumables.com/store/
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LEGO® Education Center

Not your typical 
classroom

By Debra Schow-Smith, 
LEGO Education Market Communications Coordinator
dsmith@legoeducation.com

Established in 2001, LEGO® Education Centers can be found 
in several countries around the world including Japan, 
Korea, China, Singapore, Australia, and most recently  

the United States.
 Designed to provide after-school activities that supplement 

the traditional learning environment, LEGO Education Centers 
offer a friendly environment with lots of open space where 
children can have fun while building skills like creativity and 
problem solving.  

Mimicking today’s educational system, Center courses are 
offered by age level. Each course is divided into four 12-week 
units, which, completed consecutively, equal a full year’s worth 
of curriculum. Each unit is facilitated by qualified Center staff 
and limited to a small number of participants. The goal is to 
keep the group size modest so each child can excel at his or her 
own pace and not get lost in the crowd.

Each 12-week unit focuses on a different theme related 
to the course title. Children meet weekly to explore various 
aspects of the theme, using tailor-made educational  . By using 
LEGO sets to build and design solutions, curriculum-based skills 
such as mathematics, science, and technology are taken to a 
higher level. 

Hands-on education

A unique component to Center activities is the opportunity 
for children to work with their hands. Hands-on learning is 
the core of LEGO Education. By using their hands, children are 

able to easily connect with a problem 
and utilize cognitive thinking skills to 
find various solutions. Through this 
hands-on approach, every child is 

required to test their own ideas 
and discover what works or 

what doesn’t work for their 
specific situation.

Younger children are 
given LEGO bricks and sets 
to create structures that 
reflect their imagination, 
while older children are 
challenged to complete 
missions using LEGO 

robotics. Each child is encouraged to work at his or her own 
speed and skill level, essentially creating an environment where 
the child is not judged on his or her abilities but is given the 
necessary support to enhance his or her understanding of the 
problem and how to create a solution.

Essential skills

Children enrolled in Center courses learn seven essential 
skills: communication, concentration and perseverance, 
socialization, planning and organizing, design, creative 
problem solving, and independent-thinking skills. 

They are taught how to cooperate with others, express 
their opinions, challenge themselves, and celebrate their 
uniqueness. Activities that are based on construction and 
problem solving allow children to learn not only by listening, 
reading, and writing but also by using their body and  
spatial intelligence.

Today, thanks to the programs and staff at LEGO Education 
Centers worldwide, children are exposed to playful learning 
that will impact their future development and strengthen their 
educational journey..

Children enrolled in Center courses learn seven essential skills: communication, concentration 

and perseverance, socialization, planning and organizing, design, creative problem solving, and 

independent-thinking skills. 

LEGO® Education Center Instructor Carolyn Finch works with a child in a 
play area. Each child is encouraged to work at his or her own speed and 
skill level.

mailto:dsmith@legoeducation.com
http://www.LEGOeducationcenters.us
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LEGO® Education Center

At school, children participate in 
order to learn. At play, they learn 
in order to participate. But does it 

have to be like that?
Kjeld Kirk Kristiansen, owner of the 

LEGO® Group, once said that “children  
are (our) role models… that natural 
curiosity and exuberance they emanate 
when exploring and learning is an 
inspiration to us all. Children have taught 
us that the learning process functions 
best when it unites play, creativity,  
and imagination. . . .”

Play is a key element in a child’s 
growth and development, and play 
stimulates the imagination, the 
emergence of ideas, and encourages 
creative expression. It is LEGO philosophy 
that “good play” enriches a child’s life. 

With this in mind, the LEGO Group 
has developed and marketed a wide 
range of products, all founded on the 
same basic philosophy of learning and 
developing through play. 

LEGO Education combines the 
motivational advantage of LEGO 
Education sets with award-winning 
software and standards-based activity 
packs that integrate math, science, 
and technology into engaging hands-
on classroom projects. By using LEGO 
Education products in a classroom, 
students play an active role in their own 
learning process. 

Being part of a child’s entire 
preschool and school career is the goal 
of LEGO Education. We want students to 
associate LEGO sets with fun-filled, rich 

learning experiences and for teachers 
and child-care professionals to see them 
as essential tools that engage students,  
challenging their creativity and 
significantly enhancing their knowledge 
and understanding. 

LEGO Education products are 
developed specially for the education 
sector and contain material for both 
teachers and students. Our preschool 
portfolio is tailored to the needs of early 
childhood development and is especially 
good for stimulating role play and 
developing logic.

For older students, we offer 
a variety of theme-based sets 

that enable a multidisciplinary 
approach to teaching. We also 
offer sets that are designed to 
cover specific areas of the science 

and technology curriculum.
For students aged eight and 

above, we are experts in the field of 
educational robotics, providing LEGO 
MINDSTORMS® solutions designed 
through the assistance of educational 
partners National Instruments, Carnegie 
Mellon University’s Robotics Academy, 
and Tufts University’s Center for 
Engineering Educational Outreach.

LEGO Education knows the classroom 
environment and understands the 
needs of educators. To learn more about 
how you can incorporate the LEGO 
philosophy of learning through playing 
into your classroom, visit us online 
at www.LEGOeducation.com or call 
800-362-4308 and ask to speak to your 
local LEGO Education representative..

LEC Instructor Carolyn Finch observes as a student follows picture-based instructions to build 
an object. At right, a real-life setting made of LEGO® bricks and pieces is one of many creations 
that spark students’ imagination.

The first LEGO® Education Center in North 
America opened in September 2007 near  
Dallas, Texas.

By Debra Schow-Smith, 
LEGO Education Market Communications Coordinator
dsmith@legoeducation.com

Hands-on,  
heads-in learning

http://www.LEGOeducationcenters.us
mailto:dsmith@legoeducation.com
http://www.LEGOeducation.com
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Give students a container of LEGO® bricks and a challenge and 
watch them take action. This is the concept that fuels the LEGO 

Education Center (LEC) in the Dallas area and those in Asia. But LECs 
were not the first joint effort of the LEGO Group and the Pitsco family 
of companies. In the late 1990s, the companies teamed up to  
develop the Spectrum System, now called Synergistic Missions, for 
elementary students.

Many Spectrum Missions originally contained LEGO components, 
a bright idea in a world where curriculum such as simple machines 
was taught from a textbook. A child building turnstiles and windshield 
wipers with colorful LEGO components was bound to gain more 
knowledge about levers, wedges, and pulleys than from reading 
written descriptions on a page. Displaying mastery of the concepts 
with a finished product rather than filling in blanks on a test was a 
better indicator of learning, too.  

Even though Missions have been revised as products change, 
many still have a strong LEGO link, and writers incorporate LEGO bricks 
where possible. Some Missions include several building bricks while 
others may include a single LEGO element.

Missions for younger students use LEGO DUPLO® sets. Some 
examples are the Community and Construction Missions in Series I and 
Primary Gears and Primary Levers in Series II. Some that are heavily 
laden with LEGO materials for third and fourth graders include the 
Structures and Wheels and Axles Missions in Series III. 

In some Series IV Missions, LEGO components are used in 
more unusual ways. In Cells and Reproduction, students use LEGO 
chromosome sets to model meiosis and mitosis. In Crime Lab, LEGO 
elements become a variety of physical characteristics. 

Some Team Missions, the three-day activity bridge to Synergistic 
Modules for older elementary and middle school students, use 
LEGO elements, as well. With the addition of solar elements, motors, 

and advanced kits, 
students gain a variety 
of knowledge in 
Architecture, Robotics, 
and Simulation.  

No matter what 
the Mission series 
(see accompanying 
list), the use of 
LEGO components 
undoubtedly has 
benefited and 
enhanced student 
learning..
Many Synergistic Missions 
have a strong LEGO link, 
and writers incorporate 
LEGO bricks and activities 
where possible.

By Dale Bryan, Curriculum Specialist
dbryan@pitsco.com

Missions – a mix of LEGO® learning
Missions with  

LEGO Components

Series I 
Color and Light
Community
Construction
Farm

Series II
Earth, Moon, and Sun
Primary Gears
Primary Levers
Primary Wheels and Axles

Series III
Air Power
Classifying
Design and Test
Energy and Work
Forces
Gears
Levers
Pulleys
Structures
Wheels and Axles

Series IV
Cells and Reproduction
Crime Lab
Energy
Motion and Force
Scientific Data
Simple Machines
Solar System
Transportation

Team Missions
Architecture
Robotics
Simulation 

mailto:dbryan@pitsco.com
http://www.spectrum-system.com/tabID/150/default.aspx?art=521&tgroupID=1
http://www.spectrum-system.com/tabID/150/default.aspx?art=522&tgroupID=2
http://www.spectrum-system.com/tabID/150/default.aspx?art=543&tgroupID=3
http://www.spectrum-system.com/tabID/150/default.aspx?art=524&tgroupID=4
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Prism can simplify your life!
Prism is a sometimes overlooked component of a 
successful Synergistic Missions lab. In dealing with the 

younger kids, the temptation is there to simply “let them 
play” in the Missions. However, if you take this approach, you 
will not realize many of the benefits to teaching in this sort of 
environment, such as teamwork and responsibility. Prism is a 
simple-to-use program that enables you to quickly schedule 
students into Missions. 

Prism is very intuitive and quick to set up. It comes with all 
of the Mission titles already preloaded, so you simply select the 
Missions in your lab. Next, you spend a few minutes entering 
your students and creating classes. 

After that, you are ready to schedule. You can choose to 
schedule all your rotations at once or one rotation at a time, 

whichever you prefer. You also have the ability to ensure that 
all Missions are being utilized or ensure that every student has 
a partner; we refer to this as “packed vs. distributed.” After the 
schedule is generated, you can print it for your records, and 
students are ready to begin Missions.

You can use Prism to easily record students’ grades in a 
grade book-style format. The program also gives you the ability 
to adjust and/or create your own grading scale. Prism even 
contains two simple but pertinent grade reports that can be 
printed or exported into a text file for easy integration with 
your school’s grading program. 

When I think of Prism, I think of that advertising slogan, 
“Everything you need, nothing you don’t.” Don’t let the 
challenge of scheduling keep you and your students from using 
the Missions in the manner for which they were designed. Let 
Prism do the work for you..

(Continued on page 29)

 Joel Howard, Systems Customer Service Manager  
jhoward@pitsco.com • 800-774-4552 

Requested features debut in Synergy 1.4
Hopefully most of the major 
challenges you experienced with 

Synergy this year are a thing of the past, 
and now you are looking forward to 
those features we have been promising. 
The release of Synergy 1.4 will supply at 
least some of those features you’ve  
been requesting. 

Most notably we have added what 
we refer to as the “Late Student Login” 
feature. In existing versions of Synergy, a 

logout would be required to allow a late-
arriving student to log in with his or her 
partner. Now, the late-arriving student 
can log in at any time. If there are RCAs 
or a test during that session, the student 
can either choose to take it at that time 
or go directly to the Module content. 
If they choose to take the RCAs or test, 
they will be given the questions and 
upon completion will be sent directly to 
the last page visited by their partner. If 

they choose not to take the RCA or test, 
they will also be sent directly to the last 
page visited by their partner.

Also, we have modified the locking 
feature within the Scheduler. In versions 
prior to 1.3, there was no real locking 
feature; therefore, it was possible to 
schedule over a rotation that already 
contained grades. In Version 1.3, a 
rotation was completely locked after 
grades were recorded in that rotation. 

By Joel Howard, Systems Customer Service Manager
jhoward@pitsco.com • 800-774-4552

Updates Provide New Activities for Missions 
By Dale Bryan, Curriculum Specialist
dbryan@pitsco.com

New ‘Burp in a Bag’ activity  
sure to get students’ attention

In an effort to improve the Synergistic Missions, we 
occasionally update the curriculum. Following are a 

couple examples of recent changes:
The •	 Chemical Reactions Mission has been updated to 
remove the Easy Bake Oven. Students will now use a 
cup warmer, metal weighing tin, and powdered eggs 
to see how heat affects an egg’s chemistry.  They can 
clearly see how heat changes the liquid of the egg to a 
solid in a way they will never forget!
Out-of-print books also meant Mission activity changes. •	
One example was in the Series III Air Everywhere 
Mission. The book originally sent with the Mission 
contained a wealth of interesting information about 

gas formation and the body, but similar content was 
not available in the replacement book. To remedy the 
situation and still teach some of that core knowledge, 
we added both a new book and an activity called 
“Burp in a Bag.” The Burp in a Bag activity is based 
on the old chemical reaction standby experiment of 
mixing vinegar and baking soda. In this case, however, 
the baking soda is in the form of effervescent tablets.  
Students tape two tablets in a small resealable bag and 
add vinegar without touching the tablets. 

After sealing the small bag, they place it in a larger bag. 
Finally, they allow the vinegar to come in contact with 
the tablets and listen for the reaction. The gases swell 
the small bag until it “burps,” replicating the filling and 
releasing of gas from the stomach..

mailto:jhoward@pitsco.com
mailto:jhoward@pitsco.com
mailto:dbryan@pitsco.com
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The two Synergistic Module labs at Belmont Ridge Middle 
School in Leesburg, Virginia, are similar. Spacious, well-

kept, outfitted with the latest Module equipment, computers, 
and materials, both are model labs.

But one of them has a few extras: posters of kangaroos 
and other exotic animals, furry koala replicas, a boomerang, a 
kangaroo pelt, a large map of the world, an Australian flag, and 
a teacher with a heavy Australian accent.

Yes, the lab is different from all other Synergistic settings 
across the country because the seventh-grade students 
who fill the seats in the required class learn much more than 
just technology. They explore the geography, history, and 
technology of life Down Under in Australia, the native country 
of Facilitator Walter Strathdee.

On the first day of class, he narrates a PowerPoint slide 
show on his hometown of Ayr, Queensland, and the life he and 
his family have enjoyed for generations on their sugar cane 
farm. He talks about how farming technology has changed 
through the years, to the point now where his father has a 
120-horsepower tractor that drives itself.

“I ask the question, ‘How big is the continental United States 
compared to Australia? What about the population?’” he says. 
“We compare and contrast to help the students understand the 
differences and similarities.”

Opportunity in the U.S.

A technical college instructor in Australia, Strathdee 
taught high school students, apprentices, and post-trade 
people courses such as welding, electricity, mechanics, fork lift 
operation, and health and safety to name a few.

He and his wife, who hails from Michigan, have two 
children, and they wanted to come to the U.S., so he applied 
for a teacher exchange program in 2002 but nothing came of 
it – initially. “Two years later, out of the blue they called me and 
said, ‘We have a place for you next month. Can you start?’ So, 
we packed, moved to the U.S., and started our new adventure.”

Shirley Bazdar, Loudoun County Public Schools Director 
of Career and Technical Education, said qualified technology 
teachers are becoming more difficult to find.

“Many state colleges and universities have closed their 
undergraduate programs within technology education, which 
has created a very small pool of potential applicants,” Bazdar 
said. “Recruitment efforts for many hard-to-fill endorsement 
areas have had to look beyond the borders of the United States 
to fill teaching vacancies. This opportunity is beneficial to our 
students as we strive to prepare them to compete in a global 
economy. They learn so much from international faculty. It’s 
really a win-win for all parties.”

Staying put

After adjusting to a dramatic change in lifestyle – from 
a tropical agrarian setting to the bustling and sometimes 
cold Washington, D.C. area – Strathdee has embraced all that 
the new lifestyle has to offer: great schools for his children, 
proximity to his wife’s family, and a challenging job in a state-
of-the-art technology lab where he can share his expertise at 
Modules such as Energy, Power & Mechanics and Electricity. 

“It’s where we need to be right now,” said Strathdee, 
who after completing the three-year exchange program has 
received his green card and plans to remain at Belmont Ridge. 
“It’s a whole new environment and I enjoy what I do. I’m now 
looking at starting my master’s in educational administration.”

As an administrator he would try to reverse the trend 
toward standardized, homogenous learning.

“Teachers used to look at the syllabus and could use their 
creativity to deliver the content. Now, more and more teachers 
have to do things the same,” Strathdee explained. “That does 
create consistency, but it doesn’t create creativity.”

Growing up on a sugar cane farm, he had to be creative 
and resourceful, skills he attempts to instill in students who 
tend to seek out the quickest and easiest solution. “When 
they’re confronted with something they have to do themselves, 
they tend to want to ask questions. I try not to give them the 
answers. I try to steer them in the right direction.”. 

Modules Facilitator Walter 
Strathdee gives Belmont Ridge Middle 
School students impromptu lessons in the geography, 
history, and technology of his native land, Australia.

A teacher from ‘Down Under’ 
International faculty help fill the need for qualified tech ed instructors

By Tom Farmer, Editor
tfarmer@pitsco.com

mailto:tfarmer@pitsco.com
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According to a teacher who has worked in both countries, 
the main differences between the education systems in 

the United States and the Philippines are smaller class sizes and 
better facilities and equipment in the U.S.

Cezar Cornelio points out one other advantage  
enjoyed specifically by his Synergistic Module students at 
Sterling (Virginia) Middle School: none of their precious 
class time is wasted because they work with self-paced and 
engaging curriculum.

“The Module lab is great because not a single minute or 
second of the students’ time is spared doing nothing,” he said. 
“Each day they have a specific task to accomplish and they can’t 
wait until the Discovery Day comes when they have to make 
projects, learn a new skill, have fun, and then tell their parents 
about their successes.”

Cornelio was hired by Loudoun County Public Schools in 
2004 following a videoconference interview when he was a 
second-year teacher in the Philippines.

“He was rushed into the classroom within hours of his 
arrival to this country and spent the first Thanksgiving break 
studying and working on his classroom instruction,” said 
Loudoun County CTE Director Shirley Bazdar. “He has worked 
very hard and does an outstanding job. Cezar is an inspiration 
to us all.”

International faculty members pick up the Synergistic 
program quickly, Bazdar says, because it’s easy to learn, 
facilitate, and troubleshoot. And, Cornelio says, “It’s not  
only fun on the part of the students but for the facilitators  
as well.”.

Australian Modules 
Facilitator Walter 

Strathdee admits his 
Discovery Day-type activities 
are not completely original. 
“I’m more of an adapter. 
Sometimes I come up with 
an idea, but mostly I change 
it to meet my needs. I usually 
add something a little extra 
to make it more exciting and 
challenging for the learner.”

Three of the whole-class 
activities Strathdee challenges 
students to complete include 
Tall Tee Tower, Module Poster, 
and Bridge Buster. 

Tall Tee Tower – 
Emphasizing the design 
process, this activity is 
presented at the beginning 
of the course. Students use a 
limited supply of paper and 
other materials to create the 
tallest tee tower that can 
support a golf ball for at  
least 10 seconds. Students 
become very competitive in 
this activity.

Module Poster – At the 
conclusion of the first Module 
rotation, some students 
need extra time to finish 
their work, so students are 
instructed to create a poster 
that shows what they learned 
and promotes the Module. 
“One of our outcomes is that 
the students have to create 
advertising to promote a 
product, so this fits in well 
with the Synergistic Modules,” 
Strathdee said.

Bridge Buster – “We 
watch a PBS video on bridges, 
then the students go home, 
look at bridges, and come up 
with ideas.” Students get one 
ounce of straws (70) and tape 
and must build a bridge that 
will allow a 20-ounce LEGO® 
vehicle to travel across it 
between two tables that are 
20 inches apart. A cardboard 
road surface is provided. 
Students are amazed at what 
they can build when they use 
the right techniques..

Requested features debut in Synergy 1.4 (continued from page 27)

Down Under

Walter	Strathdee’s	whole-class	technology	challenges

Filipino facilitator appreciates how Modules keep students on task

This was fine until you needed to add a 
new student to the existing rotation. 

Now rotations will no longer be 
locked at all, but rather students that 
have grades will be locked out of 
schedule changes. So, all rotations will 
be open for changes to the schedule, 
but you will not be able to change the 
schedule for a student who already has 
grades. Students who have grades will 
be identified at the Scheduler screen by 
a small padlock icon, so they will be easy 

to identify. A side benefit of this feature  
is the ability to ensure that students  
have not received grades in a future 
rotation simply by glancing at the 
Scheduler screen. 

Another significant addition is the 
Export Grades feature, which enables 
you to export grades out of Synergy 
into a .csv file. Most database-driven 
programs allow for the importing of data 
from a .csv file. So, if you have to transfer 
grades from Synergy into your school’s 

grading program, you may find this 
method to be a major time-saver.

There are many other features and 
behind-the-scenes improvements i n 
Synergy 1.4, but I wanted to touch on 
the most-requested features. Synergy 
is an ever-evolving and improving 
program with some great features still to 
come. Continue to send your ideas and 
suggestions; we are listening..

http://www.pitsco-network.com
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While most of us watch television, go to the movies, or 
simply hang out during our free time, Michael Droste 

sends out a message to go green and save the planet. Droste, a 
Modules facilitator at Benjamin Middle School in Chicago, and 
fellow teacher Jeffrey Walker of Peoria spent hundreds of hours 
in 2007 writing, composing, recording, and mixing the song 
“Save the Planet.” 

Song, they felt, would be the best way to help people hear 
what could be done to help save the world. They agreed that 
good melodies and verses can be hard to forget – get a tune 
stuck in your head and you find yourself humming it while 
driving the car down the road or shopping for dinner in the 
grocery store. They hoped to tap into that musical memory 
bank in order to make a difference. 

After writing the song, Droste and Walker created a music 
video. “Articles I had read suggested that video and YouTube 
are the way to get your music out to the public,” explained 
Droste. “Editing, color correction, white balance, and effects 
all had to be combined into a cohesive presentation. This, by 
far, took so much longer.” The result of all this effort is now 
splashed across the Internet, and although the big part of the 
project is now over, Droste spends his free time maintaining 
Web sites, promoting his music, and creating new songs. 

Musical and technical background

Droste was a music teacher in the school district for 18 
years prior to transitioning to the school’s tech lab in 2006. He 
was a natural fit because in addition to his passion for music, 
Droste has always had a love of technology. “I am one of those 
computer geeks who spends four to six hours at home every 
day on the computer,” he explained. 

He grew up with a Texas Instruments TI-994a and later an 
Atari that had built-in Musical Instrumental Digital Interface 
(MIDI) ports. His fondness for technology eventually grew to a 
love for music technology and synthesizers. 

Music and Modules

Over the last few years, Droste has enjoyed the opportunity 
to share this passion with his students. He provided students 

with approximately 500 extra sound effects and other clips 
to use in their Audio Broadcasting recordings. His experience 
working on personal recording projects has helped him show 
students editing tips that make their final projects even better.

“I constantly have music playing at the beginning, ending, 
and transitions between classes. In addition, I talk to the 
students about technology, iPods, and various computer and 
music technology.” Droste feels that the tech lab allows him 
and his students to show and use their creativity. 

For instance, similar to most labs, students complete 
enrichments, read from their Module library, work on career 
investigations, and play Bloop! or Critter Cross when they 
complete a session early. However, in Droste’s lab, students are 
also encouraged to work on projects where they can utilize 
their creativity. To support them, Droste keeps a “PROJECTS 
You can Do :)” display table with example student projects such 
as colorful pillows, dragsters, rockets, and so forth. (See  
page 31.)

For Droste, his creativity comes out through song. With 
“Save the Planet,” he aims to raise millions of dollars and give a 
portion of the sales to not-for-profit groups dedicated to saving 
the planet; however, he hasn’t seen those millions yet. “One has 
to be happy with selling any songs in today’s music  
business. . . . You create and write music because you enjoy  
it and it is fun – not for the money.”.

By Deborah Muse, Editing Coordinator
dmuse@pitsco.com

Going green never sounded so good
Modules facilitator uses song in attempt to save the planet

Watch the music video

Check out Droste’s 
project and his “Save the 
Planet” music video at 
SaveThePlanetSong.org. 
Other Droste projects are 
available on iTunes and 
Amazon.com.

SaveThePlanetSong.org

mailto:dmuse@pitsco.com
http://www.savetheplanetsong.org/
http://www.savetheplanetsong.org/
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Tiger Woods Learning 
Center students like the 
challenges in engineering-
related Suites

If the Tiger Woods Learning Center 
is an accurate barometer, high 

school students’ interest in engineering 
is on the rise.

Students in Orange, Los Angeles, and 
Riverside Counties apply to participate 
in activities at the TWLC, including 
Synergistic Suites for high school 
students who want to explore Digital 
Manufacturing, Multimedia, Aerospace 
Rocketry, and Engineering.

Working in Suite Teams of six, 
students complete only one Harbor 
rotation during their seven-week session, 
but that’s enough to fill their minds with 
career possibilities, especially in the field 
of engineering.

“The Suites are well equipped and 
fun to work in. You feel like you are really 
an engineer with the challenges given to 
you,” said Shireen, a TWLC student. “I like 
it because it makes me think about my 
future more often.”

Students also recognize the 
importance of teamwork in the field of 
engineering. “I really liked Engineering 
because it had us really work together  
on our task. We didn’t only learn  
about the assignment, we learned how 
to cooperate with each other,”  
said Suzanne.

Tim added: “What I liked about 

Engineering in (the Suites) was the way 
you could always go at your own pace, 
and I also liked how we were in smaller 
groups so we were able to get to know 
more about our group members, unlike 
in larger classes.”

TWLC Executive Director Kathy 
Bihr says students learn valuable new 
skills through the latest equipment and 
software built into the Suites.

“At the end of each session students 
prepare presentations for their 
classmates and families,” said Bihr. “This 
allows them to showcase the skills and 
techniques they acquired while solving 
the challenges given to them in each of 
the Suites.”

The TWLC focuses on career 
exploration in the Science, Technology, 
Engineering, and Math (STEM) disciplines 
because these areas require critical 
thinking and creativity and they 
encourage innovation. Synergistic 

Modules and LEGO® Education products 
are among the other curricular offerings 
enjoyed and explored by 300 TWLC 
students each week.

“I’ve learned so much,” said Karen, 
another Suites student. “This has been an 
experience of a lifetime!”.
SAT	Question	of	the	Day

It’s a simple activity, but the potential 
benefits are immeasurable. Tiger Woods 
Learning Center Facilitator Dalyna 
Lam begins every class period in the 
Synergistic Suites lab with an “SAT 
Question of the Day.”

Students work together in six-person 
Suite Teams in an effort to figure out 
the answer before the other teams do. 
A member of the team that finishes first 
goes to a SMART Board at the front of the 
class to explain the answer step-by-step 
for the benefit of all students.

Then a “Word of the Day” is presented 
to expand students’ vocabulary. The 
15-minute daily exercise is viewed by 
students as a fun competition, but 
academic benefits include:

Promoting teamwork among •	
Suite Team members.
Improving math and English •	
skills.
Preparing students for college.•	
Emphasizing the link between •	
education and success in life.
Expanding students’ vocabulary.•	
Improving communication skills •	
and knowledge..

When Facilitator Michael Droste promotes his 
technology lab to incoming students, he shows 
off projects completed by Modules students in 
previous years.

Engineering Suite Team members at Tiger 
Woods Learning Center work together on  
a project.

Extra	projects
Module students in Droste’s lab 
complete three career investigations 

and three projects during a trimester. After 
three projects, each additional project 
adds extra points to their grade.  
Examples include:

Computer Animation•	 :  
create another stop time 
animation movie
Flight Technology•	 : make another 
wing and test it (made from 
notebook paper and  
construction paper)

Audio Broadcasting•	 : make  
another short audio broadcast 
(one story, one commercial, one 
musical piece)
Creative Solutions•	 : make  
selected items with extra  
LEGO® kits
Plastics & Polymers•	 : make four  
tees using blue raw plastic
Engineering Towers•	 : make a  
one-level tower
Basic Sewing•	 : make a pillow.

An engineering feat

Going Green

http://www.twlc.org
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We have been busily working on 
updates for all CareerPorts. The 

Engineering Communication CareerPort 
is in the process of being updated for 
TurboCAD 14. TurboCad 14 includes 
several new tools and options, and 
the developers have also taken the 
opportunity to improve existing features.  

Another update involves the Web 
Links section of all CareerPorts. The  
Web provides us with an abundant 
amount of information and even more 
enticing is the cost of obtaining the 
information – free! However, one of  
the most compelling reasons for turning 
to Web sites for information is that it is 

far easier to access emerging and up-
to-date information from expert and 
popular opinion.  

One drawback to the dynamic 
nature of the Web is that sites can 
disappear, move, or change from one 
day to the next, causing links to break 
or information to become outdated or 
irrelevant.  Because of this, we have been 
working on a complete overhaul of the 
Web Links section in each CareerPort. 
Each source is being checked to make 
sure that the link is intact and current 
and that the content is still appropriate 
for the students’ needs.  

Even as the updates are finalized, 

changes will continue to occur; it’s the 
beauty and beast of it all. Our goal is to 
keep the Web Links section current and 
in working order. We invite you to inform 
us of broken links, outdated information, 
or suggestions for additional sources 
of Web information. Contact me at 
kshields@pitsco.com or call Customer 
Service at 800-828-5787..

Upcoming Events

Pitsco’s family of companies will be represented at 
education shows and conferences across the country in 
the coming months. If you attend any of these events, 
stop by the Pitsco booth. Our representatives look 
forward to meeting you!

June
24-26  SkillsUSA, Kansas City, Missouri

28-J. 2  National Educational Computing 
Conference, San Antonio, Texas

28-J. 2  Technology Student Association 
Orlando, Florida

July
9-12  High Schools That Work, Nashville, 

Tennessee

30-A.1  Arkansas Science Teachers 
Association, Rogers, Arkansas

By David Patterson, Systems Customer Service
david_patterson@pitsco.com • 888-728-4548

By Kristina Shields, Curriculum Specialist
kshields@pitsco.com

Simple solution for permissions problem
What does the “Unable to write 
page history. Check permissions . . .” 

warning dialog box mean?
We see this message every once in 

a while, usually after a Harbor has been 
reinstalled or maybe after a Windows 
update has been applied. The error 
occurs because the Harbor user account 
permission is not set correctly. There 
is an easy remedy to this situation. If 
you encounter this issue, complete the 
following steps to fix it:

Log on to the Harbor with your 1. 
administrative account.
Click the Start button.2. 
Click the My Computer icon.3. 
Double-click the Local Disk (C:) 4. 
icon, may be listed as  
Pathways (C:).
Double-click the Program  5. 
Files folder.
Right-click the Pathways folder.6. 
Select Sharing and Security.7. 
Click the Security tab.8. 
Click the Add button.9. 
In the Enter object names to 10. 
select text box, type the name  
of the Harbor account that you 
are working on, e.g. Dynamic 

Logic Harbor user account  
is dynamic.
Click OK.11. 
Select the Harbor account that 12. 
was just added in the upper 
pane of the split Pathways 
Properties window.
With the Harbor account 13. 
selected, click Full Control under 
the Allow column.
Click the Advanced button.14. 
Select the Harbor account in the 15. 
upper pane.
Make sure that BOTH check 16. 
boxes at the bottom of the 
window are checked.
Click the Apply button.17. 
Click Yes on the security update 18. 
message.
Click OK.19. 
Click OK.20. 
Close the My Computer window.21. 

You have successfully updated the 
security permission for that Harbor user 
account. Have the students log back 
on and sign in to the Harbor interface. 
Confirm that they no longer get the 
“Unable to write page history”  
message. Success!.

CareerPorts Web Links get an update

mailto:kshields@pitsco.com
http://www.skillsusa.org/events/techspo.shtml
http://center.uoregon.edu/ISTE/NECC2008/
http://center.uoregon.edu/ISTE/NECC2008/
http://www.floridatsa.com/
http://www.sreb.org/programs/hstw/professionalDev/2003Conference/2003ConferenceIndex.asp
http://www.nsta.org/about/collaboration/chapters/
http://www.nsta.org/about/collaboration/chapters/
http://algebra.pitsco.com/
mailto:kshields@pitsco.com
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Chad knows of what he speaks, writes, and 
teaches. His diverse background and life 
experiences provide a wealth of wisdom for his 

captivating real-world books and curricula for teens: 
Teenagers Preparing for the Real World, Financial 
Literacy for Teens, and their accompanying teacher’s 
guides. Chad convinces students to pursue their dreams, 
communicate effectively, value education, explore 
careers, and give back to their communities. 

Chad is the perfect messenger on: 

• Communication skills  • Credit card debt 
• Career preparation  • Financial needs vs. wants
• Networking skills • Internet scams
• Value of education  • Multiplying money
• Community service  • Insurance essentials
• Pursuit of dreams 

Chad’s unique ability to blend critical messages into 
entertaining stories makes him one of America’s most 
sought-after speakers for inspiring middle and high 
school students. 

Chad
Foster
Financial Literacy for Teens

www.edbookings.com
866-277-5061

http://www.edbookings.com
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Corey Brown

Have any of your former Modules, Suites, or CareerPorts 
students achieved college degrees or careers that were 
perhaps inspired by what they learned in your lab? If so, 
let us know, and you could win $100 !

Corey Brown discovered his passion 
for flight and engineering in a 
Jefferson City, Missouri, Modules lab 
and now is an engineer with United 
Space Alliance in Houston, Texas.

Contact Tom Farmer at 800-828-5787 
or tfarmer@pitsco.com

mailto:tfarmer@pitsco.com
http://www.pitsco.com
http://www.pitsco-network.com
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